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editorial

Roads to freedom
While on a walkabout in Waterloo earlier today,
I was almost the victim of a hit and run van.
Mostly my fault. I stopped mid-street to stare,
because I was so mesmerised by the fact that it
was emblazoned with the word ‘DEADLINE’, a
day before our own. Some speedy courier service
apparently, zooming far faster than I have been
along the winding road that gets us to print date.
The thing is, there’s always something beautiful to
look at along the way, not least Fergal Keane’s text
when it comes in. Always absorbing, never in need
of any editing at all by anyone ever, this time his
words floored me faster than any van ever could.
Luke Walwyn, who has illustrated Fergal’s copy for
years for us, texted me this time to ask how he was
going to do his words justice. Of course Luke more
than managed it, but I knew what he meant. Some
words are too much – and these ones, a lingering
look back at a life of travelling, are poignant,
ridiculously perfect prose, like poetry.
I was glad to have avoided that van in the end,
not least because a friend walked into the office
shortly after with more prose and poetry, a precious
present – a collection of travel journals by Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, whose ‘earliest memory was abroad’.
Spanning decades, spanning the world, composed
on the run as you’d expect from the original Beat
poet, Writing Across the Landscape is an absolute
joy of words and a vision of the world that hits
hard and true. One example, written beside a
Siberian river, sums up what simple pleasures the
world holds when you venture into it: ‘One grand
boulevard with trees/ with one grand café in sun/
with strong black coffee in very small cups…’
Another quote from his book: ‘For some reason,
travel brings out confessions one would never
make at home’ – reflects an idea that Israeli author
Ayelet Gundar-Goshen explores in our books
pages, recounting a meeting with a backpacker
in India. He’d been the driver in a hit-and-run
incident. It’s a thought-provoking piece, in part
about reactions and behaviours while you’re away,
where no-one knows who you are. Sometimes you

realise for the first time who you really are while
somewhere new, and perhaps for the first time
can express it. There’s a liberation in that, there’s
freedom on the road – in Ferlinghetti’s words,
‘There’s always a further place, one stage further
away from everything, one further port.’

Amy Sohanpaul
on escapism

Freddie Reynolds sails into an idea like this on the
Rhine, with a woman who knows all about freedom
and needs her boat and the river to stay true to
herself: ‘The river keeps me from going insane. It
keeps me moving, it keeps me new.’ Alex Robinson
finds sensory freedom in a blacked-out restaurant
in Ho Chi Minh City.

Simon Urwin went to Sri Lanka and spoke to gemstone miners whose only hope of freedom is to find
jewels enough to fund a different life. Freedom is
there in a literal sense in the endless mountainous
perfection of Bhutan, pictured here, and metaphorically in the idealism of Ghandi, who grew up in
Porbandar, the Gujarati city featured in this issue.
But really, freedom is there in the destinations.
If and when you get there, you can dream wild
dreams. It’s in Iceland, mixed into all its myths and
magic; in the heat and dust of Botswana; it’s there
in the striving for perfection within the food and
drink of Japan. It’s bound into the vast skies and
scapes of Bryce Canyon, photographed beautifully
in this issue by Richard Lyon. A spectacular
destination, 10,000 feet above sea level, the canyon
is named after Ebenezer Bryce, a Mormon pioneer
who wound his way around the world’s largest
collection of hoodoos – surreal stone spires – and
observed, ‘It’s a helluva place to lose a cow.’
A similarly succinct but much more elegant
sentence in Ferlinghetti’s book is set somewhere
nowhere special. It catches something that hits
the spot as powerfully as speeding vans and strong
coffee – the timeless truth of travel – it gives us
that liberating space to just be. His words are a
dreamier version of all those dreamy travel posters:
‘Beautiful hot sun & sky today, aquamarine clear
calm crystal sky and sea.’
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dream on / kenya

Pride of
Africa
words
Jonathan Scott
picture
Angela Scott

How did my lifelong love affair with Kenya start?
As a child I learned that Kenya was where coffee
and tea came from, and that when the British
colony gained independence in 1963 its first
president was Jomo Kenyatta, the remarkable
statesman who encouraged white settlers to
stay on and help build a more inclusive nation.
I remember sitting spellbound in a London
cinema watching the epic tale of Born Free,
aching for the chance to live a life among wild
animals as George and Joy Adamson had done
with Elsa the lioness in Meru National Park.
In 1974, having graduated with a degree in
zoology, I set out overland on my own African
adventure, taking in the length and breadth of
the continent. Nearly four months and 6,000
miles later, I arrived in apartheid South Africa
having already lost my heart to the wildlife
paradise known as the Mara-Serengeti, which
straddles the Kenya-Tanzania border. This is the
savanna Africa that had become so familiar to
me through the wildlife television programs
and magazines I feasted on as a youngster:
a land of flat-topped acacia trees and grassy
plains speckled with animals.
After two years spent in Botswana, I headed
north again to renew my connection with
Kenya, mesmerised anew by Nairobi’s glorious
jacaranda trees, which shower the city walkways
with purple blossoms in the rainy season. It was
here that I met my wife Angie, who was born of
Africa and spent a carefree childhood running
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barefoot along Dar es Salaam’s white coral
beaches in Tanzania. Ours was a relationship
made in heaven, and we married in the spring
of 1992 atop the Siria Escarpment overlooking
our beloved Maasai Mara – where we continue
to watch the Marsh Pride of lions that I first came
to know in 1977 while living at Mara River Camp.
In 1998, Angie and I journeyed around Kenya
while filming an inflight video for Kenya
Airways, reminding ourselves of just what an
extraordinarily diverse country this is, blessed
with stunning beaches and unparalleled game
viewing. Nobody outshines the Kenyans when
it comes to hospitality with a genuine smile,
and nowhere in Africa has quite the same blend
of accessibility, good infrastructure and a tried
and tested travel product. Pick of the parks and
reserves would have to include at least three to
four nights in the Maasai Mara (we are based
in a stone cottage at Governor’s Camp) and
a visit to one of the Rift Valley’s soda lakes to
marvel at the pink paradise of tens of thousands
of flamingoes – Lake Nakuru or Lake Bogoria
would be our choice.
Make no mistake, Kenyan tourism has faced
huge challenges over the years, with threats
from terrorism, poaching and the poisoning of
members of the Marsh Pride, all making headline
news in recent times. But thankfully there is a
new sense of energy and optimism sweeping
the tourism sector here. The Tourism Minister
Najib Balala has made a clear statement of
intent to transform the way we do business.
The national government is working more
closely than ever with its friends among the
international community to upgrade security.
And a new generation of Marsh Pride lionesses
are back along the intermittent watercourse
known as Bila Shaka (Swahili for ‘always there’),
which is the traditional breeding ground for the
pride. Two of the young females are raising cubs
there, as we speak. We applaud the efforts by
the local authorities to ensure that the Maasai
Mara reclaims its reputation as the finest wildlife
area in Africa.

kenya / dream on
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UK film festivals
Various film festivals take place
across the UK over the next few
months. Travellers should find
interest in the following: UK
Green Film Festival, 1–8 May
(screenings at cinemas across
the UK); London International
Documentary Festival, dates in
May; Sheffield Doc/Fest, 10–15
June; London Indian Film Festival,
14–24 July.
Admission varies

Imran Qureshi: Where the
Shadows are so Deep
To 10 July
The work of award-winning
Pakistani artist Imran Quershi is
currently on show at the Barbican’s
distinctive Curve gallery in London.
His first major UK show, Where the
Shadows are so Deep, features a
series of miniature paintings hung
along the 90-metre span of the
gallery space.
Admission free

Strange and Familiar: Britain
as Revealed by International
Photographers

Jaipur Literature Festival, London
21 May
India’s premier literature festival
returns to the Southbank Centre in
London for a ‘cultural extravaganza’
exploring poetry, literature in
translation, the Raj, transgender
politics and much more. The line-up
features K Satchidanandan, Patrick
French, Rakhshanda Jalil, Navtej
Sarna, James Mallinson, Ibukun
Olatunji, and best-selling author
and member of Traveller’s honorary
editorial board, William Dalrymple.
Admission from £20

16 March to 19 June
Photographers from across the
globe turn their lens on the UK for
this Martin Parr-curated exhibition
at the Barbican Art Gallery in
London. Photographs from the
1930s to the modern day, by
luminaries including Henri CartierBresson, Rineke Dijkstra and Robert
Frank, consider the social, political
and cultural peculiarities of Blighty.
Admission from £12

Top: Coffin, of
a priest in Karnak,
Nakhtefmut,
924– 889 B.C.
Below: Imran
Qureshi Where
the Shadows are
so Deep

tristan fewings/getty images. courtesy barbican art gallery
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events

Death on the Nile: Uncovering the
afterlife of ancient Egypt
To 22 May
This year the Fitzwilliam Museum
in Cambridge celebrates its
bicentenary with a series of
stimulating exhibitions. Death
on the Nile goes beneath the
myths and mystery of ancient
Egypt and offers a glimpse of
how coffin design developed over
4,000 years, reflecting social and
spiritual changes; how they were
built, who commissioned and
bought them.
Admission free

30 years of CFCCA
To June
Manchester’s Centre for Chinese
Contemporary Art celebrates
30 years with a high-profile
exhibition programme featuring
some of China’s most celebrated
contemporary artists, including
Tsang Kin-Wha, Gordon Cheung
and Susan Pui San Lok. Look out
for Lee Mingwei’s installation
‘Between Going and Staying’,
featuring fine black sand
falling continuously through
a broken lightbulb.

events

There’s still time to catch the first major UK exhibition of work by one of Norway’s most loved artists, Nikolai Astrup
(1880- 1928). Along with Edvard Munch, Astrup expanded the artistic possibilities of woodcuts and paintings to capture
the unique climate, landscape and traditional way of life around his home in western Norway.
The exhibition brings together over 90 oil paintings and prints, including works from private collections never exhibited
before. And if you pop in between 12–15 May, the gallery’s themed festival offers the chance to indulge in all things
Scandinavian, from knitting and designers to Nordic Food.
At the Dulwich Picture Gallery, London, until 15 May
dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk
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picture this / bryce canyon
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bryce canyon / picture this

Bryce
and
Beyond
pictures
Richard Lyon
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picture this / bryce canyon

Hoodoos: surreal, seemingly unsteady spires
of sedimentary rock that rise proud from
parched landscapes…. Appearing as if they have
sprung up spontaneously, they are in fact the
last men standing from millennia ago, their soft
faces worn away by wind and rain and frost to
reveal their stoic, solid cores.
The hoodoos in Bryce Canyon, Utah, can stretch
as high as ten-storey buildings or lie as low as
a few feet off the ground.
Mountain lions prowl this skeletal stone
forest in winter. In summer, lizards and small
birds scuttle between the deep shadows of a
sculpted world that looks familiar like a Roman
amphitheatre and strange like the surface of
Mars – red, arid, alien.
Odd though, how the natural world seems
to mirror the human: as if it was we mortals
who made the first structures, as if we made
that first move. Not least because out among
Bryce’s towers and slopes of rock, carved and
spliced by the elements, we glimpse faces
like our own, with lines drawn deeply across
their weathered brows.
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Opening Spread:
Sunrise in the canyon.
This page (clockwise
from the top):
Chaos reduces to mere
abstraction. Deep in the
arid canyons, delicate
grasses flourish. Toffee,
cream, and marshmallow.

bryce canyon / picture this
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picture this / bryce canyon

Clockwise from the top:
Receding planes create
astonishing depth. Light
tricks the eye, and rock
seems to glow from
within. In a world of
shadows, fallen needles
create a false one. Small is
beautiful in this arid world.
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bryce canyon / picture this
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guest / tim severin

Flights
of fancy
Acclaimed author Tim Severin (pictured below) speaks
to Guy Everton about historical journeys
The past is a foreign
country, so runs LP Hartley’s
famous aphorism, for they
do things differently there.
It follows logically that
those of us most enthused
by the curiosities of strange
and unknown lands would
also marvel at the myriad
tangles of the past. Travel and time travel may not
be all that different from one another. ‘Travelling
back in time’ is a phrase most often found in holiday
brochures advertising romantic idylls as a means of
escape. We burrow into the markets of Marrakesh,
the cottages of Cornwall or the ruins of Rome,
imagining what things must have been like once
upon a time. On arrival, we check into Facebook.
Some people are more dedicated in their attempts
to understand the past. They parse manuscripts, dig
forgotten fields and explore terra incognita hoping
to piece together the puzzle. Many of the pieces are
fragmentary, mythical. And what survives from the
past doesn’t always make a coherent picture. The
realms of myth and legend – those places that first
connect us with our history when we are infants,
that teach us morality, swaddle our fears and fuel
our imaginations – are not reliable. They are not
facts, but fantastical flights of fancy.
One traveller who has spent a lifetime investigating
exactly how they did things back then is Tim
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Severin. “Trying to establish the line between fact
and fiction,” as he calls it, has been his focus for half
a century of adventures. A fully-fledged historian,
explorer and novelist, he has pursued the ghosts
of our collective legendarium around the globe.
He talks to me by phone from his home in southwest Ireland, “half a mile from the sea, up a river
valley to the head of a bay,” and instantly I imagine
one of those back-in-time cottages in a brochure.
When I note down his address, he assures me there’s
no need to worry about the postcode: “They’ll know
me at the post office.”

tim severin / guest

The coast of Ireland is where he has been living
for almost 50 years, and it is this same coastline
that in 1976 sparked one of his most extraordinary
and pioneering adventures, known as the
Brendan Voyage. Just over a decade earlier, a Norse
settlement had been discovered at L’Anse aux
Meadows in Newfoundland, confirming that the
voyages of the Viking Leifr Eiríksson across the
Atlantic – hitherto recorded only in sagas – were
based in fact. But, Severin wondered, what
if Europeans visited America even earlier?
According to Irish legend, St. Brendan, a fifthcentury monk, sailed far and wide in a currach,

a small vessel built from greased hides stretched
over a wooden frame. Severin theorised that
Brendan could have reached North America in
such a boat and, while others buried their noses in
books, he set about trying to prove it physically – by
building a replica currach and attempting a suicidal
Atlantic crossing. “It was a medical experiment, if
you like,” he reflects, “like infecting yourself with
something and seeing if you survive.”
Danger on the Brendan voyage set Severin up
for his later travels. “You felt that if you’d got
through a major storm in the Denmark Strait,
and it was truly terrifying,” he explains, “then
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guest / tim severin

monks see a column of crystals floating in the
sea – would that have been an iceberg?”
Crystals. At this moment, a wave of childhood
nostalgia gives me flashes of Sinbad the Sailor
entering a grotto glittering with gemstones;
Aladdin’s untouchable treasure; Bilbo Baggins
meeting Smaug. A land far, far away teeming
with exotica and magic. Severin, of course, once
embarked on a voyage echoing Sinbad’s travels,
building a ninth-century sailing dhow and
following the old spice routes from Oman
to China. I could feel jealous.
But it would be churlish to suggest that his
exploits have been simply fulfilments of
youthful dreams. There is a real sense of gleeful
academic purpose about him. Another of his
projects resulted in a redefinition of the sources
for Robinson Crusoe, the original desert-island
castaway, when Severin discovered that Crusoe
author Daniel Defoe once shared a London
premises with a man who had formerly been
marooned on a Caribbean island. “If you google
Robinson Crusoe today,” he recounts proudly,
“you’ll see that what I established is there on
Wikipedia, it’s received a stamp of approval.”

Captions:
Previous page: The
bones of a currach.
This page: details
from dhows.

on later expeditions when you got into heavy
weather, it wasn’t nearly as frightening!”
His sleeves-up attitude and emotional resilience
are essential traits for explorers. For all the glory
of discovery, sometimes boldness has to give
way to self-preservation. Severin recalls another
adventure as an example of this. “We were on a
bamboo raft trip, we’d got 90 per cent of the way
across the Pacific from China, and the raft began
to disintegrate. I’d decided we’d come to the red
line – that red line being whatever we were trying
to achieve, or show or demonstrate, which was
the feasibility of Pacific voyages from 2,000 years
ago. We weren’t sinking, but we’d got to that point
where it wasn’t worth increasing the risk.”
I ask why would he go to such trouble, just to test
an old myth? His answer is thoughtful. “I wanted
to see if the experiences they had then could be
explained by something. Say Brendan and his
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Filled with an urge to trade places, I ask
whether Google and the internet have spoilt
some of the world’s mystique. “The world is now
so interconnected, it wouldn’t any longer be
possible to do some of the trips that I’ve done,”
he tells me, and I despair. Things seem so much
freer, more virgin, in the past. But Severin offers
a ray of hope for the intrepid. “You have to have
a purpose,” he concludes sagely. “And that’s it.
If one can produce a new fact, that’s brilliant.”

Tim Severin is still journeying
through the ancient world,
chiefly through his novels. The
third instalment of his Saxon
series, The Pope’s Assassin, is
published by Pan Macmillan,
price £7.99.

tim severin / guest
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my world / fergal keane

River
of time
Words by Fergal Keane

After so many years of travelling, I am
conscious of the danger of becoming
jaded. It is the type of travelling that
presents the danger. The foreign
correspondent on the road, especially
these days, is circumscribed by time
pressure and expectation. There are no
longer the big budgets, much less the
desire on the part of editors, to keep
reporters on the road for any length of
time. The caravan moves on ever more
swiftly, from crisis to crisis, a whirl of
striking imagery and vivid soundbites.

And then the unhappy land is seen and
heard no more. Until the next crisis erupts.
I have some time out at the moment. I am
writing a book on war and love. I am in a
consciously reflective mood. In my middle
fifties, there is more behind than ahead.
I look backwards. Much is floating up
from the store of memory. So I am going
to offer you some favourite memories of
the road as they come to me on this spring
morning in the west of Ireland.
London: I am about seven years of age
and this is my first visit here since I was
born in University College Hospital. My
parents returned to Ireland soon after
my birth. We have come back because my
father is acting at the Royal Court Theatre
in a play called The Dandy Dolls by the
Irish playwright George Fitzmaurice. Late,
after rehearsals, we walk the streets of
Pimlico. Our guesthouse is on Ebury Street
and my father is searching for curry. I see
black faces and a man wearing a turban.
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This racial difference is entirely new to
me. In my mind I am an adventurer. My
father’s hand is warm and strong. We
find a curry restaurant and bring food

back to the guesthouse. I see us all now,
my father and mother, my brother and
myself, sitting on the floor and I marvel
at the hot new tastes. My small world
has opened outwards.
South Africa: I am out driving early along
the coast near Keurbooms Rivier in the
Eastern Cape. The time is the early 1990s
and a peaceful solution to the country’s
drama is by no means assured. But on
this morning, the air is filled with the
scent of the sea and of milkweed. There
is a fine mist thrown up from the waves
that roll onto the empty beach. Out here
the driftwood is bleached the colour of
bone. A fisherman stands in the surf, a
cigarette hanging from his lips, his gaze
fixed on the tip of long beach rod, waiting
for the tell-tale tap of a fish. I give myself
to the morning. Nothing can touch me or
trouble me. I doze on the beach and wake
to the sound of splashing. The fisherman
has waded deeper into the water and is
struggling to land his quarry. The fight
goes on for ten minutes or more and then
his line goes slack. The fish has gone. The
morning is quiet again.
Cameroon: All morning we have followed
the Pygmies as they traverse the forest,
watching the agile climbers ascend to the
haunts of honeybees. We return in the
dusk, tired and sweaty, and I am directed

to a stream on the other side of the village.
The water is clear and shallow. I take my
shirt off and lie down in the coolness.
Above me a pale blue butterfly dances for
a moment and then vanishes. Voices are
laughing. Children’s voices. I sit up and see
two boys and girl watching me, no more
than ten years old. I smile and lie down
again. The boy comes over and points
to the overhanging trees and makes
a gesture with his arm, like an arrow
descending. He makes a hissing sound.
It is a warning. Snakes! I stand up, shake
off the water and put on my shirt, then
shake his hand. That night there is

fergal keane / my world

a fire and singing under the clearest of
equatorial skies. The haunting polyphony
of the pygmies flows out across the night
and echoes around the stars of heaven.
Ardmore, County Waterford: All my
journeys begin and end here. I am six or
seven, or 35, or 50 when I walk the road
to Goat Island with the sun painting the
sea the colour of treasure as far as Capel

Island. Before me Pat O’Connell’s fields
are brimming with barley. He is standing
where the lane curves past the ruins of
McKenna’s castle, surveying the soonto-be harvested fields as I ramble past.
“No rest for the wicked,” I say. “None
indeed,” he replies, laughing. I walk half
a mile more and pass the cottage my
grandfather built in the last year before
the Second World War. My family ghosts

are at my shoulder in the late summer
dusk, the rebels and dreamers, the sober
and the wild, all the happy and the sad
children of the endlessly returning past.
On the beach the tide is full as I plunge
into the cold and face the setting sun.
the writer is a bbc special
correspondent. illustration
by luke walwyn
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Birth of
a nation
words
Kevin Pilley

The Lays Basic Masala crisp packets came in
with the tide. Pushed up onto the beach by the
Arabian Sea. Along with Mango Bites wrappers ,
discarded Havmore jolly-lolly wrappers and the
empty Kurkure Wafer packs.
A single sandal tumbled in the surf on the
Kathiawar Peninsular in the city once called
Sudampapuri. And described in one current tourist
flyer as ‘a city flourishing in pollution’.
Sorathi cows grazed in the waterfront Parshi
cemetery on the Kedareshwar Road. Wild bhunds
(pigs) and bakri ( goats) rooted in the rubbish near
the Veer Maruti (Brave Wind) body-building gym.
Nearby the egg and tomato vyapuri ( salesmen)
vocalised their wares. A bony bullock pulled a gaadu
(cart) of tarbuch (watermelons) . While on the city’s
Chapatti Esplanade, paunchy, grey-chested men
in bath caps paddled in the container port’s waters.
A snaggle-toothed seller of agarbatti (joss-sticks)
wobbled by on his rusting Atlas two-wheeler.
Giggling around the dung, a brother pushed his
sister on a birthday-present bicycle. Towards the
seafront villas and past the boys fishing for pomfret,
jinga and magru. Towards the 350-room Hazoor
Palace (Rajmahal) , the residence of the last Jethra
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ruler or prince of Porbandar. Who captained the
Indian cricket team on their tour to England in 1932.
Behind them, old ladies had a yoga class on the
terrace of the dingy Oceania Hotel, beside the
Toran (Welcome) Tourist Bugalow. Next door, the
Odedara family said namaska to friends arriving
for a wedding at the Lord’s Eco-Inn ( ‘Exhilarating
Hospitality’) with its exclusive , one-of-a-kind
pillared seaview banqueting hall and ‘Unlimited
Daily Business Buffet’.
Around and in between them, feral dogs chased
each other and slavered at the blackcapped, crashing
waves along the Willingdon Marina Beach Park.
All this overseen from the seawall (sponsored by
moneylenders) by many murals of the Father of the
Nation, looking more like Ben Kingsley than the
Mahatmaji or Bapu.
His images exhorted his countrymen: ‘Keep India
Tidy. Cleanliness is Essential.’
Mohandas K Ghandi was born here in Porbandar,
in Gujarat, western India, on 2 October 1869. His
family home, Kirti Mandir, is a national monument.

porbandar / portr ait of a cit y
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There is even a photo of him meeting miners in
England. Alongside these are books, his ayurvedic
medicines and all his worldly possessions – chappal
(sandals), chasma (glasses) and ghadiyaad (watch).
Gandhi believed the essence of civilisation was not
the multiplication of wants but their deliberate and
voluntary reduction. He said, probably more than
once: “There is enough for everyone’s needs but not
their greeds.”
The original stone house, similar to a haveli, was
bought by Gandhi’s great-grandfather in the
seventeenth century. Two upper stories with crosswindow ventilation were added later. Gandhi’s
father Karamchand, uncle Tulsidas and grandfather
Uttamchand lived there. They were all diwans
(prime ministers) of the princely state of Porbandar.
And of the wealthy Modh merchant class.

The caretaker of Gandhi’s ancestral home for the
last 22 years has been Mr N P Mori. “My mind is
immediately transformed when I come to work. His
presence is still here. I become more caring , gentle
and tender. He is in us all.”

The ‘temple of fame’ opened in 1950. It has a 79-foot
candle holder, a foot for every year of Gandhi’s life.
It symbolises the religious integration of the Hindu,
Buddhis, Jain, Parsi, Christian and Islamic religions.
Gandhi respected all religions.
Surrounded by timber yards, bracelet shops , ice
factories , mango juicers and serdiras ( sugar-cane
pulpers), there is a museum with photos of his
brothers Karsandas and Laxmidas, sister Raliatbehn
and mother , Putiblai. As well as his wife, Kasturba.
And plenty of him, ‘Loving a new-born calf’ or ‘Being
affectionate towards a child’. Of Mohandas holding
a prayer meeting at Birla House, Delhi where he was
assassinated in 1948. Of ‘The Great Soul’ collecting
for the Harijans ( Dalits and Untouchables), visiting
Calcutta’s Dum Dum jail , studying leprosy germs
and meeting Nehru, Mountbatten, Tagore, Sir
Stafford Cripps and Charlie Chaplin.
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He showed me where the family ground their pulses
and made their buttermilk. And he told me the
builder’s name: Sirh Prushottambhai Mistry. Behind
the complex is the 21-room home of Mrs Gandhi.
Kasturba, or ‘Ba’. They married in 1883, both aged 13.
“As children , they played hopscotch together,” said
the aaya (janitor), Mr Chowokadar, before I returned
to The Great Soul’s janmastan or birthplace. It is
marked with jasud hibiscus flowers. And a swastika.
“Swastika is a good sign in India,” said Mr Mori.
“It is a most auspicious symbol of the Hindu religion.
From the Sanskrit, for good fortune, luck and
well-being.”

porbandar / cit y portr ait
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Theme Park
words
Chris Pavone
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In Reykjavik it’s rainy, cold, unexpectedly
November sort of weather, and my first order
of business is to buy a high-tech rain jacket, on
a shopping street that seems to specialize
in high-tech rain jackets and heavy woollen
sweaters. It’s August – hot and humid in New
York City, where I had packed irrationally.
Jet-lagged and bone-chilled, we wander
around the small city, 100,000-odd residents
and zero skyscrapers. It’s a lovely place, people
are friendly and the food is good. But strolling in
Reykjavik isn’t really why we’ve come to Iceland.
We’ve tried a variety of holidays with our twin
boys. An all-inclusive mega-resort on one
Caribbean island, a rented beach house on
another. Hiking in America’s national parks,
ballgames in our cities. A week in the Mexican
highlands, a week at an Ontario fishing camp, a
week in the Argentinean pampas. We’ve visited
London and Paris, Copenhagen and Amsterdam,
Barcelona and Rome, plus Bruges and Delft,
Bamberg and Strasbourg, the lunatic castle
Neuschwanstein. We’ve spent ten different
weeks skiing in the Rockies and the Alps.
What we haven’t really done is theme parks.
It’s true that we once took the kids to Legoland
in Denmark – which to those five-year-old
boys was a religious pilgrimage – and to
Copenhagen’s charming Tivoli Gardens, the
place that inspired Walt Disney. But the actual
Disneyland and its ilk? Absolutely not.
Instead we do things like this. We set out to the
attractions that are collectively called the Golden
Circle, north-west of Reykjavik. Our first stop is a
muddy, slippery path that comes to a surprising
end at the thundering horseshoe-shaped
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waterfall Gullfoss; gaping at all this rushing
water in the thick mist, I’m grateful for my new
rain jacket. Then on to a spectacular geyser at
Geysir, where one of the boys, eagerly awaiting
the next eruption, invents an imperative verb,
imploring, “Geys, geyser, geys!” It obliges, geyses.
We visit the site of what’s apparently the first
parliament on earth, the Althing, founded in
ad 930. We descend into a remarkable cleft
between tectonic plates where the North
American and Eurasian plates are pulling apart,
causing (a) Iceland to grow 2 centimeters per
year and (b) earthquakes all over the planet.
This is all in one day.
In the far south, we bundle up into our warmest
gear. We don helmets, strap on crampons, clutch
pick-axes and set off to hike the massive glacier
beside Eyjafjallajökull , just up the road from
the little museum that displays all the horrific
things that happen when Eyjafjallajökull erupts.
Thankfully, we visit the museum after the
glacier hike.
On the stark lonely Snæfellsnes Peninsula, we
hide behind rocks to change into bathing suits
so we can plunge into a natural hot spring that’s
burbling out of a vast lava field; we clamber
around black-pebbled beaches, hike to the lips of
cliffs that tower above the waves crashing onto
outrageous rock formations rising from the sea;
we go spelunking in the deep spooky cave that
inspired Journey to the Center of the Earth.
There is nothing here that the children do not
absolutely love. We are constantly confronted
with nature’s power, bottomless fjords and
thundering waterfalls and ice that never melts,
the ever-present possibility of catastrophic
volcanic eruption.
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We spend a surprisingly entertaining half-hour
in the Icelandic Phallological Institute, aka the
Penis Museum. Or maybe it’s not so surprising:
the children are eight years old.
We fly to Akureyri, a town that has a quarter of
the number of residents of a large apartment
complex near our home in downtown New York.
Akureyri doesn’t seem like the sort of place that
would have a big bookstore, much less an airport,
but it does indeed have both. The bookstore
because Iceland is probably the most literate
nation in the world; the airport because the
6,000 residents here make Akureyri the second
largest urban area in the nation and capital
of the north.
Akureyri also happens to be one of the
cloudiest inhabited spots on the planet. This is
not hyperbole; annual hours of sunshine is a
measurable statistic.
I drive east, white-knuckling the steering wheel
through dense banks of fog on a steeply winding
road before emerging into an astonishing
landscape, craggy ridges rising from verdant
valleys, the occasional house nestled next to
a rushing stream, sheep everywhere.
We hike to the top of a perfectly conical volcano,
trek around the rim. We soak in a stinky thermalhot-spring complex. My wife and kids ride the
little Icelandic horses (as a rule, I don’t get on
horses, even little ones), which everyone keeps
reminding us are not ponies, as though the
animals would be insulted.
We take a long, slow drive on a mostly unpaved
road through an eerie expanse of nothingness,
surrounded by moss-covered lava. It’s the sort
of place where I can’t help glancing repeatedly
at the gas-tank gauge, wondering what would
happen to us if the car stalled here, no cell
service, no cars passing, no signs whatsoever
of civilisation.

The road ends at the hardscrabble little port
of Húsavik. Here at the edge of the Norwegian
Sea, it is yet colder. I buy a woollen hat before
we climb aboard a weather-beaten boat, dingy
white with faded blue trim, rigging and winches
and thick ropes everywhere, a stolid 60-foot
workhorse ramming into the choppy waves.
We watch the mist-shrouded village recede,
corrugated steel that’s painted in bold solid
hues, brick reds and royal blues and the minty
green facets of the church roof, against the
brown backdrop of the lumpy mountain called
Húsavíkurfjall.
It starts to rain, wind-blown and face-pelting
and spine-shuddering, the boat pitching and
rolling. It takes all my concentration to not
throw up. (Another of my rules is that I don’t
voluntarily get on boats; this is why. But I do
make the occasional exception.)
The boat heads out of Skjálfandi Bay and into the
open sea, chugging toward nothing, no landfall
ahead until the polar icecap. There are a couple
dozen passengers scattered around the decks, all
encased in bulky foul-weather gear, thick and
rubberised and bright orange, the better to see
us if we fall overboard, not a terribly long time
before hypothermia. The Arctic Circle is 50 miles
away.
And suddenly there’s a cry from the crow’s nest.
Now fingers are pointing, the crowd turning,
ooh’ing and aah’ing as a whale – Jesus that
thing is huge, not much smaller than the boat –
breaches, again and again, as if playing, toying
with us. This is the most awe-inspiring thing
I’ve ever seen, on a holiday packed with aweinspiring things. But running a close second
is the look on my kids’ faces.
This is our theme park.
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High in the Himalayas, the state of Bhutan is
admired worldwide for its dedicated pursuit of
Gross National Happiness. In the last decade,
it has transformed itself from a closed Buddhist
kingdom to a democracy open for visitors. But as its
development accelerates, its government and people
have become engaged in a tireless struggle to
preserve its culture and keep its unique identity alive.
Traditional ways of living and cultural practices,
particularly those in rural communities, are quickly
disappearing in the quest for new lifestyles and less
laborious job opportunities. In an attempt to combat
these effects of globalisation, the government has
drafted a Heritage Bill, which it hopes will protect the
cultural traditions of isolated communities – such as
the Brokpa Tribe, in the eastern corner of the country.
Wedged between glacial valleys, the Brokpa villages
of Merak and Sakten are remote in the extreme. Cut
off for centuries, the only way to visit these villages
is to complete a gruelling multi-day trek along river
valleys and over a 4,300-metre pass. But this is all
about to change. Within the next few months, the
first road to the villages will be completed.
The Brokpa are ethnically distinct from other
Bhutanese, having migrated through the Himalayas
from the Tshoona region of Tibet a few centuries ago.
Traditions and culture passed down over the ages
still play a predominant part in their social life. They
mostly depend on yaks and sheep for their livelihood,
and do not usually grow crops because of their
altitude. They speak a unique dialect and worship
their own deities. They wear a singular style of dress,
made famous by their distinctive yak felt hat or
tsipee cham, with long twisted tufts said to prevent
the rain from running into their faces.
As you walk around the narrow lanes of Merak, it
is quickly apparent that, apart from the introduction
of electricity in 2012 and communally shared taps for
running water, little has changed here in centuries.
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Rails of yak meat dry in the sun, women sit on
porches weaving traditional blankets on looms,
and around each corner you’re likely to encounter
a caravan of yaks lugging goods to the village.
In the summer months, the Brokpa yak herders
live a semi-nomadic life as they search for fresh
pastureland for their herds high in the mountains.
On most days, the village can be eerily quiet.
Here the barter system is still robust and wealth
is assessed on the heads of livestock. Women
command a high degree of respect from their
husbands and often act as the head of the family.
Polyandry is still practised: in fact, it is common
for a women to marry all the brothers in a family.
This prevents their ancestral land from being
partitioned over time and, by using this system,

a family can pool its resources – one husband can
be away on a trading mission whilst the others
are able to tend their yaks at home.
Tshewang Choden, 45, is excited by the road and
expects it to bring greater amenities and services
to her village. “The road makes me happy,” she
says, “as it will greatly improve my family’s living
conditions and make life easier.”
The question is how far - and for how long –
unique groups like the Bropka can keep alive
their ancient ways.
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Flow of
memories
words
Freddie Reynolds

Just west of Schaffhausen, the River
Rhine bundles down a shallow slope,
the water swelling and slitting into
deep cuts and bruises of brilliant white
as it tussles with itself.
It’s an odd attraction, the Rhinefall,
for a river that has achieved far greater
things than running the messy risk of
a 23-metre drop. But an attraction it is
still. Even at 9 am, tour groups gather
on the steel bridge that spans the river
before it falls.
After having my picture taken with
a Russian couple on a pan-European
tour, of which the Rhinefall was an
indispensable part, I walked a few miles
east along the banks of the river. The
river was racing, pulling mooring lines
tight against the bows of the small
wooden dingys that lined the shore.
A couple of white-feather ducks
struggled along the bank, edging
beneath leafy canopies to avoid the
strongest current.
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Walking easily along a tarmac footpath, I’d reached the eastern outskirts
of Schaffhausen within an hour.
Finding myself on a busy road on a high
embankment, I turned off and followed
a tree covered path down a set of earthcut steps and stopped to rest for
a moment at the bottom.
There, again, the Rhine was within
reaching distance, a semi-permanent
companion on the walk from
Strasbourg, where I’d been ten days
or so before.
I dipped my toes in the cool water. Its
pace was slower here but the Rhine was
still shifting hurriedly downstream,
pumping in anticipation of the falls,
and the few hundred more miles it had
to travel to Rotterdam and out into the
North Sea.

A young boy came down the steps
behind me. His mother followed him,
arms cradling cushions. Seeing me,
she dropped the cushions on the bank
and pushed her sunglasses onto the
top of her head. ‘Want a ride?’ she asked
and pointed towards a long, wooden,
open-topped dinghy with an outboard
engine on the stern, which her son was
now pulling towards the shore from its
berth between two posts.
‘We’re going upstream. Past Stein am
Rhine,’ she said.
I looked at my map and ten minutes
later I was sat at the bow of the boat.
Strong breeze, freshwater spray. The
flat-bottomed hull skimmed sweetly
atop the current, which slipped past
in the opposite direction.
Soon buildings had disappeared and
the river was held in the tight grip
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of thick vegetation on both banks, the lowest
branches of the trees dipping their lime-green
leaves into the stream. I was no longer in
Switzerland, I thought. Here, the ever-changing
Rhine transformed into something almost
Amazonian. I wouldn’t have been surprised to
spot an open-jawed caiman resting on the bank,
or parrots carrying a rainbow across the sky.
When grey clouds and rain crept into this tight
horizon, the boy’s mum and I huddled beneath
a blue tarpaulin whilst her son, in apparent
pleasure, steered the dinghy through a slalom
of buoys and played chicken with the occasional
tourist boat. He was soon soaked. He shivered
in the rush of the wind, but when I offered to
take over he shook his head, smiled. His mum
shrugged and handed me a mug of red wine.
The sight and smell of the dark berry-red liquid
sloshing in a plastic picnic mug brought me back
to Switzerland and the ducks returned and the
parrots disappeared.
Through the churn of the engine, she told
me about the time she spent in her twenties
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travelling around the United States and about
her young son and her mother who was ill and
whom she was on the way to meet. She told me
about her husband who, she said, ‘Won’t sleep
with me anymore’.
‘This is mine,’ she added, tapping the wooden
deck of the dinghy on which we were sitting
cross-legged. ‘And the river keeps me from going
insane. It flows. It keeps me moving. It keeps
me new.’
She pointed out landmarks along the bank –
a tree-covered beach where she liked to skinnydip; ducklings huddled beneath the covered
bridge at Diessenhofen – until we reached Stein
am Rhine and I climbed ashore, said goodbye
and watched the boy and his mum continue
their journey a few more miles upstream.
Stein am Rhine looks as if it’s been held in
formaldehyde for the past few centuries, its
cobblestone Rathausplatz on the north bank
home to the perfect gingerbread-house scene.

stein am rhein / eyewitness

The western end of the town was accidently
bombed by the US air force towards the end
of the war, but you wouldn’t know it.
Touched-up, fresco-painted, timber-framed
houses line up to take you back. It’s just half
the whole-box-of-chocolates sickly. With the
sunlight reflecting off rain-wet cobbles, as it
has since they were first laid half a millennia
ago, it’s easy to be charmed by it – especially
when the tour groups have wiggled their way
out of town and the centre is quiet.

pointed to my rucksack and then to his small
garden. There I set up my tent, in the shade of
a small plum tree.

So I sat there for a while, polishing off the bottle
of wine I’d been left as a parting gift. I sat until
it was dark and then crossed the stone bridge
to the south of the town and wandered east with
the ambition of finding a field in which to pitch
my tent.

Not finished, I assumed. Not polished.

I was soon stopped by a man wearing a loosefitting shirt, slacks and sandals. He was holding
a turtle in his left hand, brushing a white
moustache with his right. I’d experienced, over
the weeks of my journey, an amazing hospitality
– and sure enough, he waved me over and

We talked through neither’s language and then
this man, a jeweller, WG Sebald’s doppelganger
– whose novel Austerlitz I’d been reading,
which was appropriate considering Sebald’s
impeccable use of coincidence in his writing –
removed a silver bracelet from his pocket and
played it through thick, grime -stained fingers.

He shook his head. ‘Nothing exists without
its own history,’ he replied.
And the Rhine rushed past, took the stories,
sights, memories and meanders of the place
with it, tunnelled through that secret forest
and threw them off the Rhinefall.
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Island
of
Jewels
words & pictures
Simon Urwin

“Your Queen has one in her hat,” Amaranth announces
as he strips to the waist in preparation for a day of digging.
“Lady Diana had one too,” he adds, “given by Prince Charles.”
Lithe and muscular like a gymnast, he gestures towards the
surrounding fields and proudly proclaims that the Crown
Jewels and the Princess of Wales’ engagement ring (now on
the hand of the Duchess of Cambridge) both boast cornflower
blue Sri Lankan sapphires, discovered just a precious stone’s
throw away from where we stand, in the heart of Sri Lanka’s
‘gem country’.
A generator chugs into life, pumping water from the nearby
excavations and heralding the start of the mine’s working
day. Amaranth turns and walks to a pit-side shrine, erected to
bring safety and serendipity to this most risky of enterprises.
He offers jasmine flowers and silent prayers to Saman (one of
the guardian deities of the island) before slowly descending
down a shaft into the darkness, in search of treasure.
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Known in ancient times as Ratna Deepa (‘Isle
of Gems’), Sri Lanka has been renowned the
world over for its trove of jewels since the time
of King Solomon who, legend has it, thrilled the
Queen of Sheba with a blood-red Lankan ruby
some 2,000 years ago. Invaders and adventurers
have marvelled at the abundance of amethysts,
sapphires, cat’s eyes and topazes ever since, yet
the source of such glittering multi-coloured riches
is, surprisingly, a nondescript village sitting astride
a pot-holed stretch of the A4.
I’ve driven 120 kilometres from the capital
Colombo to where Sri Lanka’s southern plains
start to creep towards the Highlands. Buddhist
temples sit upright and expectant in the middle
of electric green rice paddies, while kamikaze cows,
seemingly drunk on the tropical heat, wander
aimlessly into the lanes of heavy traffic, prompting
a chorus of car horns.
Meaning ‘group of huts’ in the Sinhalese
language, Pelmadulla is a small, unassuming
agricultural community beneath which the forces
of geography and geology have united to create
a land so fertile with gem deposits that, after
powerful tropical downpours, precious stones can
be magically revealed in the mud at the side of the
highway. While the road here might not be paved
with gold, there is certainly bounty to be had on
the hard shoulder.
Thatched awnings dot the farmers’ fields, marking the spot of active gem mines where teams of
men like Amaranth tunnel deep underground
with hand and hoe. They pass gem-bearing gravel
(known as ‘illam’) to the surface in woven bamboo
baskets for washing and sorting.
“I enjoy the work,” says 64 year-old Gunarpala, the
oldest of Amaranth’s 13-strong crew. “We are like
a brotherhood. Besides, what else would we do?
Most of us are poor and this is the only way
to make money. Maybe.”
The men are all shareholders in this back-breaking,
dawn-to-dusk operation, each guaranteed to
receive a percentage of the rough-stone sales, but
with no idea when good fortune will smile upon
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them. Even if it does, the landowner will take the
lion’s share of profits. However, as the discovery
of a single large stone can be valued at up to $100
million, it’s worth the wait – and the risk involved.
Prospecting in Sri Lanka seems to leave much to
chance. “Astrologers came and their instincts told
us where we should dig the mine,” explains Lalit,
second-in-command of the crew. Construction
pushes that luck yet further, and I hear stories
of two men being killed in a tunnel collapse just
a few months ago. “We all pray to Saman to keep
us safe,” Lalit says, “but in this game, you could end
up rich or you could end up dead.”
While the team all disappear into the earth
for the morning’s shift, I travel 20 kilometres to
nearby Ratnapura (‘City of Gems’), an entire town
that is the equivalent of London’s Hatton Garden.
Here, unworked gems go from mine to market via
the lapidary workshops, which cut and polish up
to a million semi-precious and precious stones
every year.
A profession that is traditionally the preserve of
the island’s Muslims, I meet one Mr Mohammed
who can craft a rough stone into a thing of eyecatching beauty in just over two hours. “It’s totally
instinctive to me. With touch and sight, I can read
the stone and know the most valuable cut I can
do.” As he expertly smoothes a moonstone worth
£2,000, he adds, “I do enjoy the creative and artistic
side of what I do. But let me be honest, I do this, we
all do this, because we enjoy making money!”
Back in Pelmadulla, the band of brothers have
emerged, sweating and spattered with sediment,
and are tucking into lunch bowls of red rice and
lentil and potato dhal with the enthusiasm of
hungry labradors. “No meat is ever eaten near the
mine,” says the headman, Mahinda, “because this
is a religious place. We need to be respectful to the
God Saman, although sometimes we do have curry
curry made with dried sprats. But that’s allowed.”
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The lunch-hour passes and in the searing
afternoon sun there are stirrings to return to work.
Deshan, 23, drags on a joint, plump with marijuana.
“Weed gives me stamina for such hard work.
Nothing in life is easy, especially this one, it’s like
gambling all day, every day.”
So far, the gem harvest from this two-year-old
mine has yielded small garnets, zircons, rubies and
yellow sapphires – but the workers are yet to strike
rich with a life-changing find, in particular the
highly-prized cerulean and star sapphires. As the
men queue up at the shrine to call up blessings for
the afternoon shift, Amaranth remains hopeful.
“I want to have a good life,” he says. “I want
to meet a good woman, have children, and go
travelling around Sri Lanka, because this is the
most beautiful country in the world. The only
chance I have to do that is to keep mining. And I
put my faith in the gods that one day we will hit
the jackpot.”
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IN PICTURES
Page 49: A handful
of freshly washed
dullam on a betel
leaf. Dullam are
small, low-quality
gems picked from
washing baskets,
which the landowner
gives to the miners
for them to sell.
Page 51: A malpala
or Buddhist shrine
‘for auspicious
things’. The wick
burns in coconut
oil. Fresh jasmine
flowers are placed
on the shrine, but
must not be smelled
before being offered.
Page 52/53: The mine
in Pelmadulla, and
a nearby temple
among the rice fields.

Above: The mining
crew at lunch.
Opposite page
(clockwise from
top left): A recently
cut amethyst in
a gem workshop
in Ratnapura.
Mohammed Nawfer,
a lapidary for 15 years,
polishing stones:
polishing and cutting
the stones has
traditionally been
the craft of Muslims,
so much so that the
medieval Chinese
called stones from Sri
Lanka ‘Muhammedan
stones’. Cut and
polished stones for
sale in a gem shop
in Galle: the blue
stones are sapphires,
for which the island
is renowned.
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Drama
on the
Limpopo
words & pictures
Charlotte Allan
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It was the moment I saw Botswanan military
thwacking at the flames that I knew we were
in trouble.
The fire was raging out of control.
“You shouldn’t go further,” said a soldier in khaki
overalls resting his sweaty brow on his fire
beater.
“But if your car is diesel rather than petrol,
hopefully it won’t set fire and you should make
it out ok.”
Alarmed rather than heartened, my favourite
friend, a tall Dutchman well practiced at
rescuing people from scrapes on the continent,
turned the car around and we raced back
through the game reserve to rescue his parents.
They were waiting at our lodge on an island
in the middle of the Limpopo, in Botswana’s
Tuli Block. The owners kept saying we’d be fine,
but the central boma at the lodge was made
from dry thatch and the once-flowing river
surrounding it had now turned to dust in the dry
season. Save, that is, for one remaining murky
green puddle of snapping crocs. I felt we’d rather
get out now.
As we drove back through the scorched bush, the
elephants were running scared too. Smoke was
clinging to the air and pasting a white gauziness
over the shrubland, as these vast mammals fled
like grey London buses rumbling over rickety
roads. Keen to protect their own families, they
were herding scores of baby elephants through
the brittle trees, crashing through twigs and
branches as they went, giving us a glimpse of
their ghostly safari fleeing from the danger.
Back at our camp, the staff were hosing down
the roof of the boma. But moments later
there was static over the walkie-talkies and
shouted instructions came through in different
languages – the owners were telling people to
halt the watering and to wait and see if the fire
came into sight. The mid-day sun would dry the
roof too quickly, and as there was a desperate
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drought in southern Africa they simply could
not waste the water.
In the meantime we set about hauling our
things back over the rope bridge to the car,
trying not to look down at the puddle of
crocodiles waiting silently below us.
It was not quite the relaxing start to the week
we had planned, but when we stocked our car
in Johannesburg with a travel fridge and a
million books on birds, big cats and dangerous
snakes, we knew you can never predict what will
happen on a safari – and that is part of the pact
you make when you set out.
After we had arrived as evacuees at our next
lodge, the pace dropped considerably. It was
time for iced sundowners and a moment with
the binoculars. There we sat in silence as we
watched the sun ring out its last drops of light
onto the bushbuck grazing peacefully on the
opposing bank.
We spent the evening cooking in an outdoor
kitchen under the stars. Giant moths and bats
flapped around as the sounds of animals echoed
in the forest. Head torches were essential here.
The open-fronted bathroom, romantic by day,
was terrifying at night. I definitely spotted
something with pincers scuttling behind the
toilet and I’m pretty sure I saw a pair of amber
eyes shining with devilish intent from a bush
as I showered before bed.
The radiant morning came and brought
beautiful ambles past meercats and impalas,
along with the calls of the famous Pel’s Fishing
Owl, one of the Big Five for bird enthusiasts.

a handsome encyclopaedia, he told us the name
of every animal, shrub and tree as we took in
the panoramas of the African plains below.
I sat agog.
Then on the way back down, after showing
us a hyena’s lair hidden between the rocks, he
stopped suddenly in a dry river bed. He sniffed
the air.
“You must taste the dung,” he said to the
Dutchman who was twice his size, as he pointed
at a pile of elephant poo dolloped on the river
bed before us.
The Dutchman leant forward to inspect it.
I noticed it was starting to crust in the morning
sunshine.
“You know,” said the tracker, “I know this sounds
ridiculous, but you can tell if elephant dung is
from a male or female simply from the taste. It’s
sweeter for a female and more sour for a male.”
“Hmmmm,” said the Dutchman as we all stared
at the dung some more.
“Look, watch me,” said the tracker and he bent
down, inserted his finger into the mound and
then tasted it with a contemplative look on
his face.
“Sweet,” he said, “definitely female.”
“Hmmmm,” said the Dutchman again.
“Well, are you not going to try it too?” I said,
questioning the Dutchman’s bush authority
with my disappointed eyes.

We breakfasted slowly and began our next day’s
adventure – a walking safari through the bush.
As we set out, I noted that it was led by a very
attractive young tracker who grew up on
a game reserve in the Okavango Delta and
seemed to embody all my embarrassing
wilderness fantasies in one pint-sized being.

“Umfugodnessake.”

He led us out into nature and marched us
up a kopie of precariously positioned rocks.
There at the top, folded onto his heels like

“What?”
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So he bent down with a noble look on his face,
dug in deep and popped his finger in his mouth.
“But I switched fingers,” said the tracker with
a smile.

“I switched my fingers. Of course you can’t tell
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female poo from male poo,” he said, doubling
over and snorting into the riverbed.
By this point I had tears streaming down my
cheeks, I was laughing so hard, and soon we
were all on our knees laughing as though our
chests would burst at the bottom of this dry
tributary of the Limpopo.
It was at our final lodge on the last day, though,
that we really struck gold.
We were driving along in an opened-topped
safari vehicle, happily befuddled as to how a
bush fire had led to a free upgrade to a five-star
game reserve, when the driver stopped the car.
We looked up to see an impala sitting in a tree,
its spindly limbs crossed and contorted between
the branches, as it stared down at us with a
glassy look in its eyes. Adjacent was a leopard

lying on a branch. A macabre spectacle of
immense power, the leopard was gazing down
at us as we looked up. She hissed, barring her
teeth, and we were forced to drive off leaving
her alone with her meal.
The finest moment, though, was discovering
two cheetahs dozing under a tree. Black tear
shapes, designed like furry sunglasses to reflect
the sun, were visible under their eyes. Nobody
sees cheetahs dozing under a tree. Nobody sees
cheetahs full stop. A German woman who had
been volunteering at the reserve for six months
went a funny colour when we told her – she
hadn’t seen one yet.
As we drove back to Jo’burg, outclassed so
blatantly in strength, speed, agility and cunning
by the animals surrounding us, we had the
feeling that we had been immensely fortunate
to spend some time in another’s realm
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Treasure
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words & pictures
Alex Robinson
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Just in front of the gateway that led to the stupas
of Angkor Wat, which were silhouetted against
the rising sun, I saw exactly what I’d been
searching for: a broken breeze block. It was
sitting next to a pile of discarded ice cream
wrappers. And it was perfect.
‘Wait for me just a sec,’ I said to Mr Lek, my guide.
I scurried off, picked up the brick and pointed
back to the car.
‘Let’s go’.
Mr Lek looked at me. At the brick. He shrugged
his shoulders. ‘These foreigners,’ he clearly
thought ‘are mad.’
We soon reached the West Gate of Angkor Thom
– four giant faces in crumbling stone, radiating
Buddhist serenity above a pointed arch that
spanned the narrow road. It was just big enough
for the car to squeeze through. We parked on
the far side. Lek ushered me up a hidden trail
cutting into the forest. It took us to one of the
Buddhist faces, three times as tall as me. The lips
of its calm Giaconda smile were as thick as my
thighs. The eyes, serene in stony stillness, looked
over crumbling masonry intertwined with
tropical vines. The rainforest trees around us
rustled with monkeys. And there wasn’t another
foreign tourist in earshot.
There was a little wall in front of the face. It
looked ideal. I clambered over it, pulled a little
book wrapped in plastic out of my pocket,
wedged it into a crevice behind the wall and
placed the brick on top. Then I thought of a clue:
‘Look for the brick that doesn’t belong next to
the Buddha at Angkor Thom.’
That and a picture posted on Rafael’s Facebook
page would be suitably cryptic. The Yoga Sutras
of Patanjali would be the perfect treasure for
my friend to find in these temples to tranquillity.
He’d be here in a couple of weeks. Few people
made it here to the West Gate. The hidden
treasure should be safe until then.
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Hidden treasure was becoming the theme of
my South-East Asia tour. I’d found it even on
my first Asian morning – in the hurly-burly of
Bangkok, where as the sun rose I meditated with
a venerable monk Jai at Wat Pathumwanaram.
The wat couldn’t be in a more conspicuous
location – in the looming shadow of the vast
Central World mall in Bangkok’s shopping
central. It’s beautiful, with gables glittering with
glass mosaics, gardens of shady bodhi trees, and
daily meditation classes open to all comers. For
free. Yet I was the only visitor.
Jai himself was a hidden treasure. He looked like
any young Thai monk – shaven-headed, wearing
saffron, slim. Yet his eyes radiated the calmness
of the moon and saw through you, past the
mind, into greater depths. When he spoke in
Thai, it seemed intelligible, even though I didn’t
understand a word, and it was soft, lyrical, lilting.
Meditating with him brought a brilliance to the
early morning. As I walked back to breakfast
and the hotel, the colours were brighter and
everything seemed sharper – the movement of
the commuters on their way to work, the throb
of car engines, the glitter of the Erawan shrine
and the tang of incense in the air.
After Bangkok, I visited Banteay Serai in the
early morning, when the temples were empty
and as peaceful as the breeze across the forest.
The intricate filigree of Hindu and Buddhist
carvings that cover the peaked roofs and stone
lintels were bathed in honey-coloured sunlight.
The air echoed with calling songbirds. But
Angkor Wat was busy even at dawn – with
thousands of tourists clambering for the perfect
selfie. I left to bury my treasure before it all
became too overwhelming.
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astonishing. Scores of vessels crowded together
on the river – tiny tugs weighed-down with
watermelons, barges bursting with durian, longtailed canoes laden with loquat and pyramidpiled herbs and spices. Skiffs skimmed between
them, captained by women in conical caps
offering hot tea while securing their engine
poles with a naked foot.
I took a van from rural Cai Rang to high-rise
Ho Chi Minh, whose pinnacle skyscrapers sit
over another tributary of the Mekong. I had just
one evening there before a flight to Bali, and
I used it to visit Rafael’s mysterious restaurant.
There were no obvious dining rooms inside and,
instead of a menu, the waiter presented me with

Back in the hotel that evening, I contacted Rafael
with my clues. He was in Vietnam. I mustn’t
miss the Noir restaurant in Saigon, he said.
I asked him why. ‘It’s a real treasure and it would
be utterly unlike any dining experience I’ve ever
known,’ he said. And he wouldn’t tell me more.
The proof, he said, is in the eating.
A dusty drive from Angkor took me to a scruffy
Phnom Pehn quayside where boats left for
Vietnam along the Mekong. It was a scrum.
Touts offered tickets, porters climbed off the
boats, their muscles straining under Louis
Vuitton and Karrimor bags, guides shouted at
each other, and angry sweating tourists – heated
by the confusion and the midday sun – shouted
at guides. Somehow I found cold, bottled water,
my boat and a seat by a window. Then all was
calm again. We glided out of Phnom Pehn on
a mirror of water, soon leaving the throng of
the city behind for forests and villages, stupas
and trees, all doubled in the still reflection
of the river’s surface.
Two hours later we were in Vietnam and the
Mekong had split into a thousand streams,
stretching like tendrils towards the sea. Towns
squeezed between the waterways. I stopped
overnight at Cai Rang, famous for its floating
market, which I visited the next morning. It was

a series of wooden blocks and a panel board with
slots corresponding to each of their shapes. Then
he blindfolded me and gave me five minutes to
solve the puzzle. Even after doing so, I received
no menu: just a question – would I like European,
Asian or vegetarian? I opted for Asian. The
waiter took my hands and led me past reception
into complete darkness and my table. I could see
nothing. But the waiter moved with assurance
and ease. He was blind.
Eating food in total darkness is a real eyeopener. I learnt that, unlike sight or hearing,
the sense of taste does not work independently.
With no visual clues, I didn’t know whether
my chicken was beef or my beef chicken (only
finding out what was what after the meal,
when I was handed a menu). I confused fruit
and vegetable flavours, discovered that I loved
galangal and lost all track of time. What
I thought was 20 minutes dining time was
in reality well over an hour.
A long flight the next day brought me to Bali
and a Kuta beach that was so crowded I left
after a night and fled to the hills and the artisan
village of Ubud. But even here there were more
foreigners than locals – browsing for Buddha
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statues in the back alleys, chatting over coffee
in Starbucks, thumbing through Eat, Love, Pray
in the atrium of one of the half-dozen red-brick
Hindu temples. Though I was a foreigner too,
I yearned for closer contact, for the mystical Bali
of Miguel Covarrubias – of sacred springs and
trance-inducing rituals, of gamelan and farmers
in rolling rice paddies around fuming volcanoes.
So the next day, my last in South-East Asia,
I left Ubud with a private guide called Gede
Widanta. He had promised to show me the Bali
he loves and cherishes.
But first he insisted that I must be dressed
correctly. In Amlapura market, Gede kitted me
out with a sarong and Balinese cummerbund, a
peaked hat and a white cotton shirt. We bought
marigolds and frangipani flowers, peanuts and
tamarind paste. Then we went to Watu Klotok
temple – a cluster of stupas carved out of black
basalt sitting under the gaze of a huge volcano
on a sweeping black-sand beach.
In the outer courtyard, we made obeisance
and were sprinkled with holy water. Then we
processed with old men, young couples and
temple priests into the Holy of Holies. Incense
filled the air, misting over effigies of dancing
gods. I knelt with the other temple-goers before
the stupas. Then the gamelan orchestra began to
play and the high priest chanted over the gongs.
Was it minutes or hours they played? I couldn’t
tell. The regular, rolling rhythm, the soporific
sway and swell of the sound, the clarion cadence
of his call had me slipping in and out of trance.
When it finished, colours were brighter. The
wash of waves, the orange of the dying sunlight
on the slopes of distant Agung volcano, and the
tang of incense in the air seemed more intense.
South-East Asia had given me another of its
treasures. I thanked its providence and returned
to London with a lightness of spirit.
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Words by Justine Hardy

WARNING!

Decoding FCO
travel advisories
It is very human to take risks, but it is more human still to
try and avoid them.

Perhaps the fco’s warning are there also to remind us of our
vanity, our pretentions of ego, when it comes to how we travel.

Those are two fairly obvious evolutionary points. We may be
designed to get our genes into the next generation, but that
is only going to be possible if we survive. Self-preservation is,
arguably, our over-riding drive, hence the point that it is more
human to avoid risk than to take it.

Take this mainstay of fco travel advice: ‘We advise against all
non-essential travel to this region at this time….’

These points of natural selection come together in one
surprising setting, beneath the giddy gilded arches and
curlicues of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, on the
subject of travel advisories. The fco has a duty to play many
parts when it comes to its citizens abroad: nanny and diplomat,
emissary and emollient.
I am not trying to sex up a dull aspect of the fco with Bear
Grylls-style poo-eating survival-of-the-fittest titbits, but it is
the fco’s job to remind us that we may not be suited to the
places we are planning visit. Whether there is famine, plague,
disaster or that plague of man – war – we may just not be up
to the task of adapting as well as might like to think. When it
comes to this kind of survival, some of us may get away with
eating poo, metaphorically or otherwise, and some of us
may not.
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‘But isn’t all travel essential?’ a quick-quipped student was
heard to say as her parents argued against her going to study
Arabic in mercurial Cairo.
That is not an apocryphal story. I was in the room, and I was
supposed to be advocating on behalf of this whip-smart
second-year student. She had already faced down various
fco warnings about travelling to the less touristy parts of
the Kashmir Valley so that she could intern with our conflict
trauma programme there. She was not about to be put off by
her parents’ verbatim recounting of fco advice about Cairo
and Egypt. Tourists may have been gunned down on the
beaches just prior to this meeting, but they were tourists and
that was different, she argued. She was going to be a student –
a student with the ability to discern between non-essential and
essential travel, she added.
That conversation was not about the actual risks to her safety
when going to study arabic in a volatile city and land. It was
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actually about her need to strike out from her parents.
I was not a good advocate for her cause, choosing the counsel
of silence, for which she did not thank me later.
The fco gives counsel that aims to appeal to our desire to
survive – and possibly to cover its own deeper desire not
to have to dig us out of trouble if we are so annoyingly and
independently willed as to go against its advice.
At this point, an important point: if anyone defies the
highest level of warning, then the fco means what it says
on the tin. It is beyond their jurisdiction, and indeed national
jurisprudence, to haul you or me out of the crossfire, siege,
epidemic or otherwise, in a situation where the government
of that country is stretched to breaking. That failing or falling
government will be far beyond responding to the evacuation
pleas of another government, whining on behalf of its adviceimmune, passport-wielding citizens.
I come at this from the existential point of view: after all, that
in my job in some of these foreign fields. I am an existential
psychotherapist – a combination of words that has many
people running for the hills. This is simply a school of philosophy
that teaches its adherents that freedom of choice is inextricably

linked to taking responsibility for those choices. That means
accepting the outcome of those choices without whining, or
blaming a bad outcome on someone else or something else –
something like the fco.
An existential view, when applied to the fco warnings, might
be this: be mature enough to be very warned when the advice
is stark. For example, ‘The Foreign and Commonwealth Office
advise against all travel to Syria. British nationals in Syria should
leave now by any practical means. The fco is not able to provide
consular services, and won’t be able to help your evacuation
from the country.’ And be responsible for your own decision
if you decide to go against a more coded advisory, like ‘The fco
advises against all but essential travel to….’
We are almost all a mix of risk-averse and risk-taker. More
than this, we are human beings imbued with that alchemic
combination of freedom and responsibility – the freedom
to choose where we travel, and then to take responsibility
for what happens to us when we are there.
justine hardy is an author, journalist, trauma
psychotherapist and founder of Healing Kashmir.
illustration by luke walwyn
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Leaving
Lebanon
words
Wareen Singh-Bartlett

For the last 17 years, I have written obsessively
about my love of Lebanon: the beauty of its
landscapes, the creativity and generosity
of its people, its long, fascinating and often
overlooked history and, above all, the sheer
improbability, in our chilly age of absolutes,
of the existence of a country that survives
through ambiguity, compromise and coexistence.
The love affair wasn’t one-sided. I may not be
Lebanese but this country’s acceptance of an Anglo-
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Indian interloper has never been anything less than
gracious and, from the start, I have felt that I belong.
And so, ironically, I’m about to do the most
Lebanese thing possible. Leave. Within the year, like
millions before me, I will be off in search of better
opportunities abroad.
It’s not that I no longer believe in Lebanon. This is
still by far the most creative and dynamic society in
the region, the most accommodating of difference
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and (notwithstanding much higher nationalitycounts in the insta-cities of the Gulf) the most
cosmopolitan. This is innate rather than imported,
born of the multiple sects that call it home and the
eternal peregrinations of its people: per capita, they
have made this little country the source of one of the
largest diaspora communities in the world.
Consequently, Lebanon has much to teach the
region and the world when it comes to navigating
difference ¬– and, most importantly, to learning to

live side by side with those whose view of life may
be diametrically opposed, if not entirely inimical, to
your own.
Nor am I leaving because the political class are
ineffectual and corrupt. Little Neros, they fiddle as
the country burns, so wrapped up in their intestinal
squabbles, they would rather be forced to emigrate
than act. Thanks to their sloth, we still do not have
24-hour electricity, are forced to buy water from
private (read pirate) vendors for much of the year,
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the internet is patchy, prices are soaring and the air
is thick with smog. Add to this a vicious civil war
across the border and another beyond, which in
three years have added almost 2 million refugees
– Syrian and Iraqi – to this diminutive country of
4.5 million, stretching it to bursting point. Yet all
the politicians can do is snipe over what to do with
the rubbish, unprocessed for almost nine months,
which now piles up in discrete white bags under
bridges, along riverbanks and in towering ziggurats
by the sea.
I’m not even leaving because there’s been no
president for two years. Or because we’re a pawn
in the proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Iran.
Or because, although they have faced no threat
whatsoever from Lebanon for at least a decade, the
Israelis keep threatening us with annihilation every
couple of months.
I am leaving because Lebanon has become a country
that looks longingly to its past, instead of imagining
a better future. Because despite their resilience and
ability to make the best out of even the worst of
situations, there are too many Lebanese who share
their politicians’ contempt and are prepared to
cut off their own noses if it will annoy their fellow
countrymen – while many more seem unable to
grasp that it is only by engaging in politics, instead
of commenting cynically from the side-lines, that
their much deplored kleptocracy can be brought
to heel.
As part of my long goodbye, for I cannot bring
myself to leave immediately, I have decided to walk
the length of the country, to remember all that is
best about it. On 1 April I will begin walking from as
far south as the current political situation permits: a
town called Marjayoun in southern Lebanon, which
looks across rolling plains to the heavily-fortified
Israeli settlement of Metula. I will finish 30 days
later in the northern village of Andqet, which looks
across rolling hills to the heavily fortified Syrian
town of Tal Kalakh.
For most of its length, the walk will take me along
the spine of Mount Lebanon. As I travel from south
to north, rising in altitude, I will watch the seasons
reverse, as the flowers and blossoms of the south
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give way to the buds and then the bare branches of
the loftier, snowy north. Along the way, there will
be forested valleys, bald mountain tops, snowmelt
streams, millennial Cedar trees, blazing starscapes,
Roman, Greek and Crusader ruins, ancient churches
and mosques and gregarious mountain hospitality
dispensed in villages that are Christian, Shia, Sunni
and Druze.
If I could, I’d stay forever. I’ve barely scratched
the surface. But staying is no longer practical.
Even though I remain convinced that Lebanon
will survive the regional Armageddon, pulling
through as it has for the last 6,000 years, the
social dissonance has taken on the shrillness of
a symphony by Shostakovich.
I will leave while I can still remember the Lebanon
that enchanted me. Lazy, arak-fuelled afternoons
of mezze and meandering conversation by the
sea. The heart-stopping sensation as you take the
Dahr el-Baidar Pass over to the Beka’a Valley and
the snow-stippled summits of Syria, Israel and
Jordan come into view. The subtle citrus tang of
unripe almonds, their gel-like centres and succulent
green flesh dipped in sea salt and eaten whole. The
intoxicating melange of East, West, past and present
that only a millennial civilisation can produce. The
way the clouds slink up the valleys on summer
evenings, isolating the peaks and crests of Mount
Lebanon in a cottony sea of white that turns a
pinkish-orange as the sun sets. The honey-coloured
ruins of castles, temples, hermitages, cities and
cemeteries, traces of civilisations long-gone, that
can be found everywhere. The deep turquoise of
the crystalline sea at Batroun. And laughter. Always
laughter. Because if their long and tumultuous
history has taught the Lebanese anything, it is
that now is all we will ever have, so isn’t it better
filled with smiles and celebration than tears and
lamentation?
Lebanon, I have lived you and loved you for 17 years
and I will defend you forever from those who do not
know. But, while it breaks my heart to say it out loud,
it is time for me to say goodbye.

lebanon / reportage
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Colours of India
words
Guy Everton
watercolours & sketches
Maxine Relton

If there is a visitor to India who hasn’t found some way of fitting
‘assault on the senses’ into their panegyric enthusiasm for the
country, this writer is yet to meet them. The colour, the smell –
we’ve heard it all before. But it is because we’ve heard it all before
that Maxine Relton’s Indian watercolours are so compelling.
We cannot taste paintings, nor hear them, and rarely can we
even smell or touch them. Sight must suffice. Yet her bold detail,
assertive hues and convincing caricatures inspire synaesthesia.
Here, vividly displayed, is the India of the Jungle Book, the cooking
documentary, the Bollywood blockbuster and the travel brochure
all rolled into one.
Linking much of her work is colour and – being India – the colour
must be flamboyant. In these paintings, the tawdry puritanical
shades of Britain are embellished with a Gauguinesque tropical
lustre: no red, pink or blue, but vermillion, fuchsia, cerulean. It is
not just gilt-trimmed saris and sequins that flash so vibrantly
from the pictures, but fruit, vegetation, earth, sky and burnt
umber skin. Figures emerge from angular stepped ghats like light
from a prism.
And there is so much more than just colour. Underneath each
wash is a series of dainty dashes and subtle scribbles that channel
India’s intricacy. Some hint at elaborately carved palaces and King
Louie temples, others at bulbous domes and soaring minarets,
all distinct markers of this cultured, bounteous land. Relton uses
Indian architectural geometry to great effect. Graceful Mughal
arches and shady cloisters frame many of her compositions,
drawn with precise perspective that would make da Vinci proud.
It’s not possible for paintings to be an assault on all the senses,
but Maxine’s paintings are certainly a feast for the eyes.
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SKETCHBOOK JOURNEY TO NORTH INDIA WITH MAXINE RELTON
Sharpen your pencils, pack your palette and bring your brushes for this artistic adventure
through northern India
With intricate carvings, glorious light and a fluid and florid street scene, India
provides infinite inspiration to artists. This bespoke tour aims to harness your
creative spirit with the help of painter Maxine Relton, touring northern India’s finest
sights and allowing ample time for you to improve your sketching skills under her
informed gaze. The trip is open to artists of all abilities, and at the end you will have
a unique personal record as a souvenir. On the tour, Maxine will help you capture the
immediacy of the sights around you with simple, telling sketches. She will offer tips
on rapid line drawing, colour mixing, perspective, tone, figure drawing and much
more, helping you to bring your own work to life.

ITINERARY

of Mehrangarh. Here you’ll visit the
town’s great monuments and its most
spectacular viewpoints, before returning
to Rohet Garh to commit the inspiration
to your sketchbook.

26 NOVEMBER » ROHAT
Today immerse yourself in the heady
exoticism of the Rajasthan desert with
an off-road tour, following the footsteps
of merchants and camel caravans as you
view the region’s wildlife and sample
desert delicacies in remote villages.

18 NOVEMBER » UDAIPUR

22 NOVEMBER » GHANERAO

The trip starts in the gorgeous city of
Udaipur, a metropolis bursting with
lakeside palaces and towering temples.
Touching down, you’ll be garlanded with
marigolds and whisked away to your
hotel for a gentle first evening.

Drive to Ghanerao, a small Rajasthani
village to the north, on the way stopping
at the marvellous marble temples of
Ranakpur, one of Jainism’s holiest sights.
Maxine will oversee more drawing in the
afternoon.

19 NOVEMBER » DUNGARPUR

23 NOVEMBER » GHANERAO

28 NOVEMBER » MUMBAI

Take a tour of Udaipur in the morning, on
which you’ll visit the opulent City Palace
complex and the Jagdish Temple, and
take a cruise on Lake Pichola. Then drive
south to Dungarpur, a town famed for its
waterfront architecture and birdlife.

Today you’ll visit the 300-year old
Ghanerao School of Art, where you will
learn about the institution’s trademark
style and use of colour. For the rest of the
day, you can sketch, tour temples or visit
the hilltop fortress at Kumbalgarh.

Spend the day touring the city, visiting
the vast British-built Gateway of India
and, further afield, the sacred caves
of Elephanta. In the evening, visit the
affluent northern beach suburb of Juhu.

27 NOVEMBER » MUMBAI
Transfer to Jodhpur for your flight to
Mumbai, India’s economic powerhouse,
home to Bollywood and an array of historic buildings.

29 NOVEMBER » DEPART
20 NOVEMBER » DUNGARPUR

24 NOVEMBER » ROHAT

Spend the morning touring the thirteenth-century Juna Mahal and the
waterfront Shrinathji Temple. You have
the afternoon free to sketch the town.

Rajasthan is known for its glittering
palace hotels and you will stay in one
of its prettiest, Rohet Garh. Spend the
day relaxing on the roof terrace or by
the pool, and in the evening enjoy
a masterclass in Indian cooking.

21 NOVEMBER » DUNGARPUR
After breakfast, you’ll visit a Bhil village
with its unique culture and ritualistic
beliefs. The afternoon is again free for
you to practice your draughtsmanship.
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25 NOVEMBER » ROHAT
Make for Jodhpur, a colourful city
overlooked by the sandstone fort

Today’s the day to put the finishing
touches to your Indian sketchbook
and prepare for the journey home.

ma xine relton / art of tr avel

£2,085pp
The price includes all
accommodation, transport and entrance
fees plus breakfast, dinner and local guides,
as well as tips for accompanying drivers.
Price excludes flights.

The group will be a maximum of 12 people, to ensure that everyone can gain as
much one-to-one tuition with Maxine as possible. If there are just eight or nine
travellers in the group, the price will be £2,395 pp, and there is asupplement for
single room occupancy of £800. Visit wexas.com/sketchindia for more details.
please note that since airfares can vary widely depending on availability, flights for this trip are not
included. Please contact Wexas on 020 7590 0610 to arrange flights. We suggest that you may like to
extend your stay in India with a tour of the Golden Triangle or a beach break in Goa, which your Wexas
consultant will be happy to arrange for you.
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MASSACHUSETTS
The eastern state of Massachusetts retains all the rural charm that greeted
the pioneers some 400 years ago. Trace the footsteps of the colonists on
Boston’s historic Freedom Trail, witness the stunning autumnal turn in the
state’s rolling interior and discover why the idyllic coast is one of America’s
best-loved getaways. Between the rolling Berkshire Hills and Cape Cod’s
pristine beaches, it’s easy to see why Massachusetts has become something
of a green lung for New York’s well-to-do. But, for all its history and verdure,
Massachusetts has its eyes firmly fixed on the future, driven by MIT’s
research and realised in Boston’s thriving arts and culture scene. It’s no
surprise that it was the first state to legalise same-sex marriage.
HISTORY AND CULTURE

The Boston Symphony Orchestra
– among the world’s best – sets the
tone for a city brimming with cultural
delights. The superb Museum of Fine
Arts showcases collections that range
from ancient classics to contemporary
masterpieces while Harvard’s redbrick
campus across the river in Cambridge
dates back to 1720 and houses leafy
squares and excellent museums. Back
in the capital, the Freedom Trail tells the
story of America’s first city through 18th
century chapels and battle-hardened
war ships. Then, let Boston’s recently
updated waterfront bring you back to

the modern day with the shimmering
glass and steel of its skyscrapers and a
bustling restaurant and bar scene.
SPORTS

Currently enjoying a ‘year of sports’,
Massachusetts is fanatical – in the
true sense of the word – about its
treasured games. Indulge in that great
American pastime with a trip to a
Boston Red Sox ball game – the most
successful baseball team in America.
The city’s also home to NBA’s 17-time
champions, the Celtics, and the NHL’s
star-studded Bruins. But you don’t
have to head to the big-ticket games

to get a taste of the state’s sporting
love affair; Cape Cod’s amateur
baseball league relies on ‘pass the hat’
donations to provide community-led
entertainment. You’ll even be able to
spot rising talent with almost 300 of
the league’s alumni competing in the
2015 Major League season alone.
OUTDOORS AND ADVENTURE

The Berkshires are best known for
their gently undulating geography
of forested hills lightly populated by
sprawling summer lodges. It certainly
makes for ideal hiking – especially when
the foliage is set aglow with bright red
and deep browns – while waterways
accommodate everything from lazy
afternoons kayaking to high-adrenaline
white water rafting. Slow down with a
hot air balloon ride or a leisurely boat
cruise out of Boston or down along
the picturesque Cape. Come October,
there’s also the famous Head of the
Charles Regatta between Boston
and Cambridge; attracting upwards
of 11,000 rowers and 300,000
spectators each year, it’s the largest

two-day regatta in the world. Before
reaching the Berkshire highlands in the
west, don’t miss out on the postcardperfect Pioneer Valley in the state’s
central region. Here, gentle vistas of
endless farmland are split by the
Connecticut River and are spotted with
old mills and college towns.
FOOD AND DRINK

As a state dominated by great rural
swathes, farm-to-table dining is at the
very core of Massachusetts’s unique
dining experiences. And, thanks to
its location, expect mouthwatering
seafood; gourmet food trucks serve
steaming lobster rolls and finedining restaurants serve hearty
chowder in bread bowls. Perhaps
feast on freshly shucked oysters on
Plymouth’s sandbanks or, on the Cape,
dine overlooking the impossibly red
cranberry bogs. You can even have
dinner in a 19th century Newburyport
Lighthouse, just north of Boston.
ISLANDS AND BEACHES

With its quaint fishing villages, sweeping
stretches of sand and whale watching
tours, it’s difficult to tear yourself away
from Cape Cod. While away whole
days on the beach and stop off in
Provincetown; perched at the Cape’s
tip, it’s an artist’s retreat packed with
galleries and artisanal coffee shops

THE BEST OF CAPE COD
AND THE ISLANDS
11-day tailor-made self-drive
Enjoy the freedom of a great
American road trip that blends
vibrant urban areas, peaceful
seaside ports and island living.
Start in Boston where you’ll enjoy
a guided tour of the Freedom
Trail’s sights that tie together
historic neighbourhoods and
cobbled streets. You’ll then head
south, stopping at Plymouth
where the Pilgrim Fathers first
settled, for a four-night stay on
Cape Cod. From here, you’ll visit
Provincetown’s art gallery lined
gardens and enjoy a whalewatching cruise before heading to
well-heeled Nantucket Island and
idyllic Martha’s Vineyard.
From £1,845 pp incl. flights,
round ferry trips, 10 days car
hire, 9 nights accommodation
& selected excursions.

all set to visions of untamed coastline
and vast beaches. For the road less
travelled, head north out of Boston for
stunning coastal scenery of rocky coves
and tidal inlets, guarded by the watchful
gaze of picturesque lighthouses. If you
head the other way, the South Shore
offers prime beaches and historic sites
dating back to the Pilgrims. The eastern
seaboard also acts as a gateway to the
state’s island retreats. Salient among
them is Martha’s Vineyard, a favourite
among America’s elite where boutique
country inns and locavore restaurants
dot its verdant landscapes and grand
beaches. Perhaps rent a bicycle to see
the gingerbread cottages of Oak Bluffs
or the stunning Gay Head cliffs in
scenic Aquinnah. And, come summer,
ferries run directly from Boston. For a
historic alternative, head a little further
out to sea to the delightfully restored
townships of Nantucket Island. Its
cobblestone carriageways lead you out
from its 19th century harbour to nearempty beaches.
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Hit and run
Ayelet Gundar-Goshen recalls the haunting episode in the Himalayas that inspired her latest novel
Before he fled, he took out a 100-dollar bill
and put it in the man’s pocket. I couldn’t
stop thinking about this moment afterwards: the backpacker leans toward the
man he hit, he takes out his wallet. How
much? How many bills? We’re so used to
bargaining in Third World countries, what’s
a good bargain for a man’s life? The act of
payment shows as much about the back-

He didn’t look like a bad man. More like a
kid. In a few months he was about to start
university. He came to India to explore,
and discover new things about the world,
but instead he discovered something
new about himself: that he was a killer,
capable of hitting someone and leaving
him by the side of the road. But was the
hit-and-run a result of this guy’s character,
or of the psychology of being away from
home? Could it be that just as people take
a vacation from work when they travel,
they also take a vacation from their normal
moral standards? Is it easier to commit a
hit-and-run in the Himalayas than in the
street next to your home? The guy I met in
India wasn’t a bad man. And I think if he’d
hit a young Israeli girl, he would have taken
her to a hospital right away. But he didn’t.
He hit a local, a man who looks different,
talks different, dresses different. And the
more different he was, the easier it was
to leave him there.

When travelling, people don’t care so
much what others think. Anonymity is
liberating: swimming naked on a blue
beach in Crete is much less embarrassing
than doing the same near your workplace.
Same with drinking, dancing, cheating
on your partner. The further you get from
home, the further you get from your
inhibitions. The psychoanalyst Erik Erikson
talks about a state in early adulthood
called a moratorium, when the young have
society’s permission to go and explore,
to ‘find themselves’ like the lost kids in
Neverland, away from rules or grown-ups.
Erikson believed this phase to be crucial
for the emergence of a strong identity.
But could it be that we take this freedom
a step too far?

© alon sigavi

I met the protagonist
of Waking Lions in
the Himalayas over
a decade ago: a blueeyed Israeli backpacker
who just sat around at
the guesthouse where
I was staying, staring
blankly. He didn’t speak with any of the
other backpackers, didn’t play his guitar,
didn’t drink or eat. It took me two days to
realise that he didn’t sleep either. When
I asked if he was all right, he told me that
several days earlier he’d hit an Indian man
with his motorcycle and fled.

packer’s conscience as about his unconcern. He knows what he did was wrong;
that’s why he can’t sleep. But he knows
it will eventually become ‘a story’, something that happened to him when he was
travelling in India, long, long ago.

The guy I met in the Himalayas looked
exactly my age at the time – less then 21.
We both liked The Beatles and García
Márquez. He was a mirror image of

me. And though I wanted to be 100 per
cent sure I could never do what he did,
I wasn’t so sure anymore. Suddenly
I wondered if there’s a place within me
that would also panic, think only of the
consequences and escape?
I was haunted by this story for ten

years before I sat down to write it.
I wanted readers to finish the book with
this question: had something like this
happened to you – driving home to your
family late at night, hitting a nameless
stranger, with no apparent witnesses –
are you absolutely sure you wouldn’t flee?

Ayelet Gundar-Goshen, born in Israel
in 1982, is a novelist, screenwriter and
psychologist. Waking Lions is published
by Pushkin Press, translated by Sondra
Silverston. hbk, 320pp, £12.99.
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Read the world
Mark Reynolds considers the contenders for one
of literature’s richest and most democratic awards
The Man Booker International Prize celebrates the best international literature in
English translation, with a cool £50,000 shared equally between the winning author
and translator. The 2016 longlist of 13 books included two Nobel Prize winners and two
debut authors, from 12 countries and nine languages, and stands as a finely honed
reading list for engaged travellers. The headliners on the shortlist (right) are reclusive
Italian Elena Ferrante, Turkish Nobel laureate Orhan Pamuk and much-banned Chinese
satirist Yan Lianke. Ferrante is chosen for the fourth and final part in her bestselling
Neapolitan Novels series, The Story of the Lost Child, and Pamuk for A Stranger in My Mind,
the sweeping tale of an Istanbul street vendor who witnesses four decades of change.
Yan Lianke’s The Four Books, divided into four narratives echoing the texts of
Confucianism and the Gospels, is a story of friendship, love and faith against the
backdrop of China’s Great Famine.
Asia is also represented by South Korea’s Han Kang with The Vegetarian, a startling,
poetic exploration of shame, desire and identity, narrated in three strands. José Eduardo
Agualusa’s A General Theory of Oblivion imagines the world of a reclusive woman who
bricks herself inside her apartment on the eve of Angolan independence, living on scraps
for 30 years; while Robert Seethaler’s A Whole Life is a tender look at the nature of dignity,
beauty, solitude and creeping modernity as World War Two affects an Austrian family on
a farm in the Alps.
– e’s Death by Water,
The other longlisted books included Japanese master Kenzaburo- O

the story of a writer examining his family history after his estranged sister reveals
the contents of a mysterious red trunk; and Indonesian Eka Kurniawan’s Man Tiger, a
magical mystery about two intertwined families (and animal spirits) in a small coastal
town. Africa was represented by DR Congo’s Fiston Mwanza Mujila, whose jazz-infused
debut Tram 83 is the story of a modern-day gold rush, centring on an anything-goes
nightclub in a war-torn city-state. The sole South American entry was Brazil’s cult
modernist Raduan Nassar, with A Cup of Rage, a brief but intense tale of warring egos
and sexual adventure on a remote farmstead.
Two French authors were also in the mix. Maylis de Kerangal’s Mend the Living is a
powerful study of unthinkable tragedy and desperate hope over the course of a single
day, as a heart transplant ends one life and renews another. Marie NDiaye’s Ladivine
is a captivating story about origins, shame and alienation across three generations
of French-Senagalese women. Finland completed the line-up, in the shape of Aki
Ollikainen’s stunning debut White Hunger, about a family’s long trek to St Petersburg
and survival in the wake of Finland’s devastating famine of 1867.
Judges Boyd Tonkin, Tahmima Anam, David Bellos, Daniel Medin and Ruth Padel will
reveal the winning author and translator at the Victoria & Albert Museum on 16 May.
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THE 2016
BOOKER
SHORTLIST
A General Theory of Oblivion
by José Eduardo Agualusa
(Angola), translated by
Daniel Hahn, Harvill Secker

The Story of the Lost Child
by Elena Ferrante (Italy),
translated by Ann Goldstein,
Europa Editions

The Vegetarian
by Han Kang (South Korea),
translated by Deborah
Smith, Portobello Books

A Strangeness in my Mind
by Orhan Pamuk (Turkey),
translated by Ekin Oklap,
Faber & Faber

A Whole Life
by Robert Seethaler
(Austria), translated by
Charlotte Collins, Picador

The Four Books
by Yan Lianke (China),
translated by Carlos Rojas,
Vintage
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The other longlisted books were:
Mend the Living
by Maylis de Kerangal
(France), translated
by Jessica Moore,
MacLehose Press
Man Tiger
by Eka Kurniawan
(Indonesia), translated
by Labodalih Sembiring,
Verso Books
Tram 83
by Fiston Mwanza Mujila
(DR Congo), translated
by Roland Glasser,
Jacaranda Books
A Cup of Rage
by Raduan Nassar (Brazil),
translated by Stefan Tobler,
Penguin Modern Classics

Ladivine
by Marie NDiaye (France),
translated by Jordan
Stump, MacLehose Press

Death by Water
– e (Japan),
by Kenzaburo- O
translated by Deborah
Boliner Boem,
Atlantic Books
White Hunger
by Aki Ollikainen (Finland),
translated by Emily
and Fleur Jeremiah,
Peirene Press

Landscape photographer Joe Cornish explores 50 of Britain’s
most amazing vistas. A celebration of the islands’ diverse
geology, This Land ranges from the ancient quartzite rocks
of the Scottish Highlands to the gritstones and limestones
of the Pennines and the rolling chalk downs of southern
England. Taking in mountains, islands, forests and coasts, and
replete with personal experiences and reflections, the book
concludes with a look at the ways in which people have shaped
the landscape over thousands of years. Accompanying text
by Roly Smith explains how each type of rock creates its own
distinctive landforms and vegetation, informing colourful local
folklore and legend.

Below Llyn Bochlwyd,
winter, by Joe
Cornish from This
Land by Joe Cornish
and Roly Smith

Frances Lincoln, hbk, 256 pp, £30
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ISLAND HOME: A
LANDSCAPE MEMOIR
by Tim Winton,
Reviewed by Guy Everton
Picador, hbk, 256pp, £12.99
A battle has been raging
for over 200 years between
two Australias. The creeping
victor is the Australia we all
recognise, the green and
gold, Southern-Crossed,
shrimp-on-the-barbie
state, a place of perpetual
sunshine and surf and
chummy argot. Yet, as Tim Winton explains, this Australia is not fair
dinkum. The land has been enclosed, mapped, denatured, sanitised
and polluted. This vast island has known man for untold millennia,
and man has known it too, its intricacies and foibles, its wrinkles,
spots and dimples. But history, if written at all, is written by the
victor – and as far as Australia is concerned, 1788 is year zero.
Winton, a white Australian growing up in the rapidly sprawling
Perth suburbs, seems torn in two. His heart, certainly, lies with the
ancient, wistful and romantic, the land of dreams and songlines
and of endemic species with exotic but pronounceable names
like marri and gilgie. But his head, his education and his cultural
upbringing are Eurocentric, Old World. Winton feels mongrel.
‘I hadn’t given my own geography sufficient credit,’ he reflects.
‘Neither, of course, had those who taught me.’
What follows, then, is a bildungsroman of sorts, a scattering
of autobiographical walkabouts, where we see childish
curiosity develop into adolescent yearning and adult adoration.
Transcendent landscapes, bizarre creatures and hostile conditions
are the stars of the show, and his writing superbly captures the
sense of place, particularly in a rich and expansive vocabulary that
poetically blends the usual English arsenal with local names and
dialect Australianisms.
It isn’t all bucolic, however. The realisations that come as Winton
ages elicit a strong sense of frustration, guilt and regret as he
understands and appreciates the depth of tradition and lore
bound within the communal memory of Australia’s indigenous
peoples. But it is the impact of European man that has disrupted
the natural harmony that has prevailed for thousands of years.
‘The ability to see what is plainly not there, and a studious failure
to notice what is, are deeply ingrained in local culture and politics,’
he concludes. And so the two Australias appear irreconcilable.
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“There is nowhere a human being cannot live. With my own
eyes I have seen sailors taking a man out onto the ice in order to
shoot him – and I have seen the condemned man hopping over
puddles to keep his feet dry and turning up his collar to shield
his chest from the wind. Those few steps were the last steps he
would ever take, and instinctively he wanted to make them
as comfortable as possible. We were no different. We bought
ourselves some ‘last scraps’ of fabric. We listened for the last
time to the last operetta and the last exquisitely erotic verses.
What did it matter whether the verses were good or terrible?
All that mattered was not to know, not to be aware – we had
to forget that we were being led onto the ice.”
Writer and satirist Teffi was a literary sensation in Russia
until war and revolution forced her to leave in 1918. This new
translation by Robert Chandler, Elizabeth Chandler, Anne Marie
Jackson and Irina Steinberg captures her journey into exile.
Pushkin Press, hbk, 336pp, £16.99.
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You might also like…
THE ARAB OF THE FUTURE
by Riad Sattouf,
Two Roads, pbk,
160pp, £18.99
The former Charlie Hebdo
contributor’s graphic
memoir tells the story of his childhood
in the shadows of three dictators:
Gaddafi, Assad, and his father, and
depicts revolutionary events whose
repercussions are only too evident today.

THE CO-OP’S
GOT BANANAS
by Hunter Davies,
Simon & Schuster,
hbk, 392pp, £16.99
Candid and entertaining
on any topic, here Davies travels back
to his childhood to capture colourful
memories of hardship, rare luxuries,
hopes and fantasies in the original
Austerity Britain.

SIROCCO
by Sabrina Ghayour,
Mitchell Beazley,
hbk, 240pp, £25 (3 May)
The golden girl of Middle
Eastern cookery brings
tastes of the East to Western dishes in
a collection of delicious and easy-tofollow recipes ranging from classics
and comfort food to spectacular salads
and sweet treats.

BASQUE by José
Pizarro Hardie Grant,
hbk, 256pp, £25
The godfather of
Spanish cooking takes
a culinary jaunt around
one of the country’s most colourful and
enthralling destinations, adding his own
twist to classic delicacies of the region.

DEEP SOUTH
by Paul Theroux,
Penguin, pbk,
464pp, £9.99
Theroux turns his gaze
on his own country for
the first time and, via gun shows and
ghost towns, deserts, mountains and
the majestic Mississippi, discovers a land
as foreign as he has experienced on his
further-flung travels.

UNDER THE TUMP
by Oliver Balch,
Faber & Faber, hbk,
320pp, £14.99 (19 May)
Finding his feet in the
quirky Anglo-Welsh town
of Hay-on-Wye, the author turns for
guidance to Victorian diarist Francis
Kilvert, who captured the bucolic life of
his day, and discovers how much and
how little is changed.

FLORENTINE
by Emiko Davies
Hardie Grant,
hbk, 256pp, £25
A delicious collection
of recipes and images
of Florence, and a guided stroll through
the streets, pastry shops, bars and
trattorias of the Tuscan capital, drawing
on the author’s lived experience.

VISITANTS by Dave Eggers,
Hamish Hamilton hbk,
288pp, £18.99 (7 July)
The Pulitzer-nominated
novelist’s first collection
of travel writing
includes pieces on Sudan, Saudi Arabia,
Cuba, Thailand, Croatia and Syria; his
meditative expositions delivered with
humour, humanism and empathy.

GOLD FEVER
by Steve Boggan,
Oneworld, pbk,
336pp, £8.99
As the price of gold rises
to dizzying heights in
the wake of the global financial crisis,
the investigative journalist heads
for the hills of California to capture
the hopes and disenchantments of
contemporary prospectors.

THE WORLD’S
BEST DRINKS
various,
Lonely Planet, pbk,
208pp, £9.99
A plethora of recipes
for powerful cocktails, delicate teas and
zingy aperitifs, describing how each
drink came into being in its own culture,
plus tasting notes on how best to sample
it for the authentic experience.

CHANNEL SHORE
by Tom Fort,
Simon & Schuster,
pbk, 448pp, £8.99
A discursive journey east
to west along the English
Channel, the busiest waterway in the
world, embracing tales of smugglers
and shipwrecks, beachcombers and
samphire gatherers, gold diggers and
fossil hunters.
CONTINENTAL SHIFT
by Kevin Bloom
and Richard Poplak,
Portobello Books,
pbk, 448pp, £14.99
Two South African
journalists’ nine-year road trip follows
the money flowing through Chinese
coffers to international conglomerates,
heads of state and ordinary African
citizens, all aiming to redefine this
diverse and complicated continent.
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a moveable feast /japan

Rice
of life
Hayato Hishinuma samples
saki and stories at an artisan
brewery in Japan

The city of Tsukuba in Ibaraki prefecture
gets its name from the area’s famous
and beautiful Mount Tsukuba. Made
up of two converged peaks (where,
according to legend, the sacred male and
female divinities that created Japan are
enshrined), it is often compared to Mount
Fuji, which represents the west, whereas
Mount Tsukuba represents the east. The
Inaba sake brewery is located in the cool
highlands at the foot of the mountain’s
southern slope, a 30-minute drive from
the academic city of Tsukuba (home to
over 300 scientific research institutes
and companies).
Founded in 1867, Inaba’s flagship brand
name, Minanogawa, comes from the
name of the river that flows between
Mount Tsukuba’s two peaks and then
merges into the Sakura River.
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The brewery has been run by the Inaba
family for six generations and is now
managed by Yoshitaka Inaba (pictured
above), who adopted the Inaba name
after marrying Nobuko Inaba, who works
_
as the brewery’s toji [brewer]. It wasn’t
easy for Nobuko to be accepted into her
family’s business. “My father, Kazutoshi
Inaba, never asked me to take over the
family kura [storehouse],” she recalls.
After graduating from university she

found her first job in the city, working at a
department store. There she met the love
of her life, Yoshitaka, and they married.
Having moved to the hustle and bustle
of the city, her memories of growing up
in a countryside kura seemed like the
distant past, but sometime in her early
thirties, while drinking at a local bar,
the delicious polished taste of the local
choice sake brew brought back a flood of
childhood memories. She remembered

japan / a moveable feast
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a moveable feast

_
SUTERA TANK 3, JUNMAI DAIGINJO

YEAST TYPES

Kyokai No. 9, No. 14, No. 18,

Ibaraki Prefecture Brewing Technical

Produced from a single tank, elevated notes

WATER SOURCE

clean and pronounced even on the first taste.

soft water drawn from an

AGING PROCESS

underground), which was mentioned

5 years and 10 years.

Ogura Hyakunin Isshu: ‘Tsukubane

ACCOLADES

of orange blossom and white peach are
The sake finishes clean, bright and dry.
PREFECTURE
Ibaraki.

CURRENT OWNER AND GENERATIONS

Kahei Inaba (1) – Sukejiro Inaba (2) – Hideo
Inaba (3) – Kazuei Inaba (4) – Kazutoshi
Inaba (5) –Yoshitaka Inaba (6).

Underflow water of Minanogawa,
underground spring (150 m, 492 ft

in the famous collection of poems

no, mine yori ochitsuru Minanogawa,
Koizotsumorite fuchi to narinuru.’

(‘Through the peaks of Tsukuba flows

the Minano River, like passion gathering
in the deep.’)

_
TOJI

RICE VARIETIES

Nobuko Inaba 2001-present.

Gohyaku-Mangoku (Toyama).

– until 1977,
Yokota (Echigo Toji)

ESTABLISHMENT AND KEY DATES
1867 established.
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Yamada-Nishiki (Hyõgo),
_
KOJI TYPES

Higuchi Matsunosuke Shoten.

Center sys, No. 310.

All sake aged in the bottle, 1 year,

N/a.

SPECIALITY OF BREWERY
Minanogawa, Stella.

ANNUAL PRODUCTION

100 koku (18,000 litres).
CONTACT DETAILS

1485 Numata Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki

T: +81 298 66 0020 F: +81 298 66 1747
E: info@minanogawa.jp.

a moveable feast

is full of Nobuko’s love for her brewery,
and for being back from city life, under the
starry night of her hometown.
Adding one tank after another, slowly
over time, she painstakingly developed
her hand-strained sake. As Nobuko’s
brew began to gain popularity, it started
attracting more and more new customers.
In 2007, she and Yoshitaka started
managing the brewery as a couple, and her
father would come by to see how things
were going. Then in 2010, Nobuko’s father
passed away. “I still had so much to learn
from my father,” she says. She spoke with
reverent praise of her father, who had
told her stories of generations past as he

_
calling toji her ‘Kura Uncle’; the craftsmen
who tended to the barrels; the smell of
the fermenting mash and how it changed
with every passing day; and how she
was loved and taken care of by her
brewery family.
From that moment on, she knew that
brewing was what she was meant to do.
Anyone could fill her place in the job she
was currently doing at the department
store, but if she did not take up the mantle
at her family brewery, nobody else would.
After talking it over with Yoshitaka, she
spoke with her older sister to make sure
she was not interested in taking over
the family business. Finally, she told her
parents her plan to continue their work.
Expecting them to happily welcome her
into the business, she was in for a rude
awakening. Both her mother and father
strongly opposed Nobuko taking over.
“You are not up to it. Working and running

a brewery takes painstaking effort and
dedication,” they told her. Yet despite
their arguments, Nobuko was already set
on quitting her job and learning about
brewing. From 1999 to 2000, she attended
lectures on zymurgy at the Industrial
Technology Institute of Ibaraki Prefecture.
At the time, no matter the opposition, she
says she knew with confidence verging on
naïveté that she could do it. In 2001, she
began making sake at her father’s kura in
a specially built 700-litre brewery tank,
smaller than the standard 6-ton tanks, to
suit her stature, and she decided to steam
only 5 kg (11 lb) of white rice at a time, as a
manageable quantity. She bought used
tools and equipment, opting out of using
the large old brewing diaphragm and using
the ‘hanging bag’ method with cotton
bags to strain the liquid from the rice. The
name of the brew Nobuko invented, Stella,
means ‘star’ in Latin. The Inaba Brewery’s
nickname, The Star Hometown Brewery,

polished the Buddhist mortuary tablets.
Although his loss was painful, her father’s
passion for brewing lives on in his family
while his spirit continues to watch over his
brewery. Nobuko’s love for brewing is her
love for her father. “Just do what you can.
Have no regrets in anything. Be ready to
get your hands dirty in order to get results.”
Nobuko takes to brewing with everything
she has, so that at the end of the day she
has no regrets. Minanogawa, the ‘men’s
and women’s river’, connects a father and
daughter, as well as a husband and wife.

Extracted from Sake: The History, Personal
Stories and Craft of Japan’s Artisanal
Breweries is published by Gatehouse
Publishing, hbk, £75.00
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Masseria Torre Coccaro
Savelletri di Fasano

Puglia is the unspoilt glory of southern Italy, a little-visited region of white villages, sparkling beaches and noble palaces. For years it’s
been predicted to be Italy’s next big thing, but it lacks the stellar attractions of Tuscany or Sicily – and this has kept away the crowds.
So here you will find a quieter, slower sort of travel. It has international links at Brindisi airport, but the mood is older, with relics of past
invasions by Turks, Greeks and Spaniards. Stuck in the heel of Italy’s boot, life here goes nowhere and never has: except to meander
among olive groves and ancient hill towns with little Arab streets…. It’s a place to reconnect with the past and with yourself. And here
are five hotels just perfect for helping you do that.

Set in a sprawling sixteenth-century
masseria or farmhouse, this glorious
white-walled complex of historic towers
and outhouses is surrounded by a vast
estate overlooking the sea. Its olive trees
are 800 years old and the handsome
chapel dates from 1730. The main hotel
building was once a defensive tower
against sea-borne invasions of Saracens
from Turkey and Algiers – but now it is
the tourist hordes who are captured
nightly in the luxury and calm of this
gentle place.
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Chief among its modern-day attractions
is an underground spa housed in a
natural cave where rugged sandstone
walls flicker with candlelight. Sinuous
plunge-pools lead to a treatment suite
where experts offer Aveda treatments
using local plants and flowers. Yoga,
pilates and t’ai chi are available too.
Upstairs the facilities are equally elegant.
The hotel’s tented beach club has a
private stretch of sand and dunes with
a fish restaurant and oyster bar, and has
been named among the ‘Best 10 Beach

Clubs in the Mediterranean’ by The Times.
From there a private motor yacht can
whisk you to sea caves or secluded coves.
Inland among the olive trees, there is
a par-27 golf course of 1,150 metres, plus
a driving range, putting green, pitching
green and sand area. It was judged to
have ‘one of the most beautiful par-three
holes in the world’ by the Financial Times.
The hotel has four restaurants, one
housed in the old stables with a firewood
oven dating from 1500, specialising in
Pugliese cuisine. Local food is based

puglia / hotels

catered for in a suite of well-equipped
but historic conference rooms, including
the ancient olive mill, plus a cigar
lounge for those late-night hammer-itout meetings. All of course come with
the usual audio-visual gear and wifi.
Meanwhile, wine-buffs can have a guided
tour and tasting in the old cellars with
the sommelier, or a personalised wine
and food pairing meal devised by the
head chef.

around cucina povera – the historic ‘poor
cooking’ of the peasants, based on simple
local ingredients beautifully treated.
Even humble vegetables like turnips
and chickpeas are raised in Puglia to cult
status, while steaks are served sizzling
and spluttering from wood-fired ovens
straight to your plate. Watch out, though,
for braised horsemeat, a local delicacy
that may not be to everyone’s taste.
Rooms at Masseria Torre Coccaro are
simple, uncluttered, traditional. The
rough-walled Orange Suite leads onto

But it’s the charming clutter of ancient
buildings that will draw you back, with
the open courtyard at their heart. On
summer evenings here they stage a

On summer evenings here
they stage a ‘village feast’,
around an olive tree by the
red-walled chapel. Late at night
this may include traditional
music from a local band and
dancing in the open air.

‘village feast’, around an olive tree by the
red-walled chapel. Late at night this may
include traditional music from a local
band and dancing in the open air. On
other nights they show movies out there.
And on Sundays you might still catch a
gaggle of local fishermen heading into
the chapel, which has been a shrine for
the local village of Savelletri forever. And
forever is how you may feel after staying
a week – or more - in this haven of slow
travel and superb style.

a private orange grove, graced now with
an outdoor jacuzzi. The Chapel Suite
has Renaissance arched ceilings and a
verandah trellised with vines, which you
can pick from your seat in September. The
Tower Suite is grander, its stately rooms
perched on the top floor of the main
tower where a marquis used to live, with
sweeping views beyond its battlements
to groves of almond and olive trees. On
the terrace of the tower you can find an
old pigeon loft once used for sending
secret messages in times of war.
Around the hotel are delightful routes
for food and wine tasting, and the hotel
can arrange various experiences – riding,
painting, diving, even ‘gourmet bicycle
tours’. Business travellers are nicely
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Patria Palace
Lecce

Masseria
San Domenico
Savelletri di Fasano

Once a watchtower for the medieval Knights of Malta, this
converted fortress is Italy in the grand style – a Renaissance dining
room with pale stone arcades, a curving pool among palm trees,
four poster beds with velvet drapes… all set among 60 hectares
of olive trees and orchards 10 minutes’ walk from the sea.
Its claim to fame – apart from the glamorous accommodation
and facilities – is an 18-hole golf course that is home to the PGA
European Challenge Tour Grand Final. This has 6,300 metres of
lush grounds with sea views from every vantage point. It was
designed by European Golf Design, responsible for many famous
courses including Celtic Manor in Wales, Ireland’s Portmarnock
and PGA Catalunya.
To catch the urban vibe in this sleepy province of Italy, try this
eighteenth-century mansion turned luxury hotel in the pretty
town of Lecce. We’re not talking Naples here. This town is
southern baroque – the grand, forgotten streets of a bygone age
which only really come alive at sundown, when the passeggiata
brings out the townsfolk in a slow parade of couples, cruisers,
hustlers and lovers, as it has for hundreds of years. Patria Palace
is bang in the heart of all this, opposite the exuberant church
of Santa Croce in the old town.
Once the home of local aristocrats, this is the place in stay in
Lecce. Its 67 bedrooms have been decorated with a simple
grandeur, all white walls and big windows. They include suites
with roof terraces overlooking the rambling rooftops. The
restaurant, Atenze, is known as one of the best in town, with a
full range of local specialities served beneath its arching ceilings.
And business travellers are spoilt with a choice of six extremely
elegant stucco meeting and conference rooms in the historic
state rooms. After hours, Danny’s Bar offers a spacious rooftop
terrace or an indoor lounge with carved wooden ceiling and black
leather armchairs in which to chill over a cocktail.
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Meanwhile down on the beach,‘San Domenico a Mare’ is

a mini-resort on a sandy headland with four seaview bedrooms,
a restaurant and cocktail bar. Here you can really get away from it
all in peace and quiet.
Suites here are wildly elegant and romantic, with big fireplaces,
darkwood furniture and jacuzzi bathrooms. And if that’s not
pampering enough, you can try the thalassotherapy spa, which
uses salt water from an underground stratum 400 meters below
sea level, and crushed seaweed to detoxify and invigorate. Which is
more or less what any stay in this pretty place will do.

puglia / hotels

Mare Resort
Trani

Perched above the beautiful sandstone harbour of Trani, with its
famous Romanesque church and rickety medieval streets, this
boutique hotel offers just 13 graceful rooms, each named after
one of the winds – Aliseo, Favonio, Levante, Tramontana…. They’re
set inside an eighteenth-century palace still lived in by the Dukes
of Telesio di Toritto, which also houses an entertaining museum
of horse-drawn carriages and coaches.
The bedrooms in this neoclassical delight are decorated in
designer-minimalist style, chic in beige and brown, most with
windows onto the harbour. They’re found on the second floor,
above the piano nobile where the owners stay. The restaurant is
understated and relaxed, with a beamed ceiling and hardwood
floors. And there’s a rooftop restaurant for watching the world
go by or the sun go down.
Guests are offered free bicycles so they can explore the tumbling
alleys and fading palaces of a town that’s nicknamed ‘the pearl
of Puglia’. Trani is celebrated for its 1950s atmosphere of old
streets sleepy in the sunshine. In one palm-tree’d piazza a sign
announces, ‘Trani: Città Slow’. Or you might just prefer to stay
by the waterfront, where in summer the yachts glide in and the
beautiful people pour out.

Borgo Egnazia
Savelletri di Fasano

This astonishingly opulent complex beside the sea offers grand
villas and a 5-star hotel built in traditional Mediterranean style,
alongside a golf course and smart restaurants. The whole thing
has been designed to resemble an old village, with a piazza for
markets and events, a stone palace for the bedrooms, and villas
resembling three-storey townhouses.
Somewhere among these are the award-winning spa, swimming
pools, cookery school and tennis courts. Guests can enjoy yoga,
‘psycho aromatherapy’, designer shopping or a snifter in the cigar
room. And their children can romp at the kids’ or teenagers’ clubs.
Unusually, the hotel runs the Nowhere Else Academy, where
guests can try their hand at learning new skills – photography,
fishing, cookery, cocktail-making, wine-tasting…. That’s when
they’re not too busy lolling beside the pool or wandering off to
the beach. Life’s pretty tough in a super-resort like this.
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Zika virus – why the fuss?
A look at the facts from Dr Nick Beeching and Carolyn Driver of the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine
and eye problems. The virus can also
attack the brain and nerves of children
and adults, leading to permanent
disability. The Guillain Barré syndrome is
a severe form of paralysis that affects the
limbs and breathing muscles.
There is no antivirus drug and it will
take at least a year to develop and test
a safe vaccine. Aedes mosquitoes bite
during the day as well as early evening,

Zika virus has been prominent in
the news for the last few months. Its
rapid spread across South America
and the Caribbean region since 2015
led the World Health Organization to
declare a ‘Public Health Emergency
of International Concern’ in February.
But the virus, named after the forest in
Uganda where it was first discovered in
monkeys in the 1940s, has been with us
for decades: so what’s so special now?
Zika virus is transmitted by the bite
of the Aedes mosquito, which is
widespread in the tropics. Nicknamed
the tiger mosquito because of its
prominent stripes, Aedes breeds in small
puddles and other collections of water
in highly populated urban areas, where
it is difficult to control. Infection with
Zika causes a short-lived fever, often
with generalised rash, conjunctivitis (red
eyes), swollen lymph nodes (glands) and
sometimes joint pains. For most, this is a
relatively mild infection and around 75%
of those infected have no symptoms.
Until recently, Zika was confined to

Africa and was not known to cause
serious problems. However, it spread to
the Pacific region in 2007 and during
subsequent outbreaks in Polynesia,
medics noticed problems in babies born
to mothers infected during pregnancy
and a specific type of paralysis following
infection in some adults (called the
Guillain Barré syndrome). Since 2015, the
virus has spread across South America
and most of the Caribbean, threatening
the south and east of the USA, where
Aedes thrives in the summer. The
outbreak has emerged in Cape Verde
and could spread to nearby tourist
destinations such as Madeira. Travellers
have returned with infection and it is
now recognised that men can transmit
the infection through sexual contact to
both female and male partners, even if
they do not have symptoms themselves.
The most dramatic and tragic effect
is the damage caused to babies born
to women who are infected during
pregnancy. This results in permanent
brain damage and babies are born with
small heads (known as microcephaly)

so sleeping under mosquito nets only
provides limited protection. Travellers
should cover limbs with long sleeves
and trousers, and should use effective
mosquito repellants such as those based
on DEET throughout the day. Women
who are or might be pregnant should
avoid travel to affected areas unless
essential, and others should avoid
becoming pregnant during travel or for
a month after returning.
There are still technical problems with
tests for past infection, due to cross
reactions with other viruses such as
dengue and even past yellow fever
immunisation, so it may be difficult to
reliably confirm if a recent traveller has
been infected, especially if they have
not had symptoms. Potentially infected
individuals should not donate blood. It is
not known how long the virus remains
in semen after infection, whether men
have symptoms or not. Current advice
is for all men to abstain from sex or to
use condoms (presumed to prevent
transmission) during travel and for a
month after returning from an affected
area even if they have no symptoms of
infection. If they have had or develop
symptoms after return, they should
follow the same advice for six months.
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GLOBAL
HOT SPOTS
BRAZIL
Sports fans heading to Rio for this
year’s Olympics should be aware of two
security concerns: first the epidemic
of Zika virus (see previous page) and
secondly political tensions in the wake of
a corruption and impeachment scandal
affecting the president.
The latter have led to nationwide
demonstrations and a cliff-hanger
impeachment vote in the parliament.
Civil unrest has affected the cities of
Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Recife, Brasilia
and Belo Horizonte. Travel safety will
depend on how the political drama plays
out. President Dilma Rousseff has been
accused of misrepresenting the public
finances in order to secure re-election in
2014. The lower house in parliament has
voted to impeach her. The upper house
may follow suit. However, this will not
guarantee political stability as the next
three politicians constitutionally in line
to succeed her are all accused of financial
irregularities.

TURKEY
Turkey is facing multiple security threats
as a result of internal politics and
external involvement in the war in Syria,
and travellers should be very cautious.
Terrorist bombings in 2016 have killed
over 70 people to date, including
tourists, in Istanbul and Ankara. The
government blames these largely on
Kurdish separatists of the paramilitary
PKK group, against whom hostilities
restarted last year when an official truce
broke down. Other possible culprits
include Islamic militants enraged by
Turkey’s assistance to the anti-ISIS
campaign in neighbouring Syria. Travel
is not recommended in areas subject
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to anti-Kurdish military operations,
including Diyarbakir, Sirnak and Hakkari.
Fighting in Syria continues close to the
Turkish border and mortar rounds are
occasionally fired from Syria into Turkey.
The British Foreign Office warns against
all travel to within 10 km of the border
with Syria, and all but essential travel
to the areas of Sirnak, Mardin, Sanlurfa,
Gaziantep, Kilis and Hatay provinces. Car
and suicide bombings in these areas last
year killed 86 people. As a result of heavy
fighting in northern Syria, there has been
a mass influx of refugees into southern
Turkey over the past three years, and
border areas remain unstable.
Meanwhile internal politics are tense
as the ruling Islamicist party and
president become increasingly unilateral
in their exercise of power. Journalists
and opposition figures have been
hounded and demonstrations quelled
with teargas. Travellers should avoid
demonstrations or large gatherings
in any city.

A state of emergency has been declared
after the 7.8 magnitude earthquake,
the most powerful in decades. Some
10,000 troops and 3,500 police have
been deployed in affected areas on the
Pacific coast. Since the disaster in midApril, 130 aftershocks have been felt, and
the President has warned that further
quakes may occur.

ECUADOR

EGYPT

As we go to print an earthquake has
hit 100 miles north-west of the capital,
Quito, killing more than 400 people.

Sinai continues to be highly volatile
due to armed attacks linked to Bedouin
separatists or Islamic militants, and

health & hotspots

in October 2015 a Russian plane full of
tourists was shot down over northern
Sinai on its way home from the Red Sea
resort of Sharm el Sheikh. Other areas
are subject to sporadic but serious
terrorist incidents, including the kidnap
and murder of a tourist in the Western
Desert in July-August 2015, and a knife
attack that injured three tourists in
a hotel in Hurghada.

MALI
Despite government gains in the fight
against Islamic forces in northern Mali,
the Foreign Office advises against all
travel to the provinces of Tombouctou,
Kidal, Gao and Mopti, and parts of the

provinces of Kayes, Koulikoro and Segou.
In November 2015 the Radisson Hotel
in Bamako was attacked and 20 people
killed by militants.

Travellers should exercise extreme
caution outside of tourist areas in
these states.

TUNISIA
MEXICO
Public unrest has calmed since last
year’s protests at the mass killing of
43 students in Guerrero state in 2014.
However, drug-related violence remains
a problem in the northern states of
Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo
Leon, Tamaulipas, Sinaloa and Durango,
and also in Guerrero, Jalisco, Michoacán
and Nayarit. Armed clashes between
security forces and drug groups can
occur at any time without warning.

A state of emergency is in force,
following repeated terrorist attacks.
The beach attack in Sousse in June 2015
killed 38 people, most of them tourists.
In November a police bus was hit in a
suicide attack. In March 2016, security
forces repelled attacks by terrorists in
Ben Guerdane, close to the Libyan border.
The Foreign Office advises against nonessential travel to Tunisia, and any travel
at all near the Libyan or Algerian borders,
among other areas.
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Welcome to
QATAR AIRWAYS
Qatar Airways, the national carrier of the State of Qatar, is one of the fastest growing airlines operating one of
the youngest fleets in the world. Now in its 19th year, we have a modern fleet of 179 aircraft flying to more than
150 key business and leisure destinations across six continents. We’ve won countless awards too, including
Best Business Class Airline Seat, Best Airline in the Middle East and Airline of the year for the third time at the
2015 Skytrax Awards.
As a member of the One World global alliance, our passengers benefit from services at more than 1,000 airports
in more than 150 countries and 14,250 daily departures to destinations worldwide.

Edinburgh to over 150 destinations
worldwide via Doha.
MORE CHOICE TO AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND
Qatar Airways has embarked on
a major expansion in Australasia,
recently launching daily flights to
Sydney, with Adelaide and Auckland
to follow.
Passengers from the UK can benefit
from one of the fastest flying times to
Sydney while Adelaide will be the first
destination in Australia to which Qatar
Airways will fly its state-of-the-art
Airbus A350 aircraft from 2 May 2016.
INTRODUCING NEW FLIGHTS

using the state-of-the-art Boeing 787

FROM BIRMINGHAM

Dreamliner featuring 22 Business Class

A daily service to Auckland – Qatar

seats and 232 Economy Class seats.

Airways’ first route to New Zealand,

Qatar Airways recently launched

Birmingham flights complement Qatar

and what will be the world’s longest

an eight-times-a-week service from

Airways’ existing 9 flights a day from

flight – will begin on 3 December

Birmingham to Doha and beyond

London Heathrow, Manchester and

operated by a Boeing 777 aircraft.

ECONOMY CLASS

BUSINESS CLASS

FIRST CLASS

Qatar Airways Economy passengers

To stay on top of your game on the

Luxurious and elegant décor underline

experience one of the widest and

ground, you need the best experience

the sense of spaciousness of Qatar

spacious seats onboard one of the

in the air. Qatar Airways Business Class

Airways’ First Class cabin. Experience

youngest fleets. Settle into your own

cabin combines comfort, spaciousness,

refinement and world-class personal

personal space with plenty of room

and superb service with the very latest

service in your private space coupled

to eat, sleep and stretch out. Fresh

technology. Take pleasure in signature

with celebrity chef-designed signature

pillows, blankets, hot towels and

dishes designed exclusively for Qatar

dishes on demand, an innovative

toiletry pouches are also available to

Airways by two leading celebrity chefs

entertainment system, Giorgio Armani

make your stay even more memorable.

and watch time fly by with thousands of

amenity kits and even designer sleeper

Choose from the latest international

entertainment options. Business class

suits. You’re certain to feel refreshed

blockbuster movies, TV programmes,

passengers can also stay in touch with

after your journey with ample stowage

leading video games and the latest

family, friends and colleagues with the

options and an ultra-comfortable flat

music with 3,000 entertainment options

OnAir Mobile Service and in-flight

bed* accompanied with Frette Linen

at your fingertips.

Wi-Fi on selected routes.

and a duvet.

London Heathrow Premium Lounge

Al Mourjan Business Lounge

Business passengers can enjoy the luxury of the Premium

Business and First Class passengers can relax in style and

Lounge at London Heathrow, more a boutique hotel or private

comfort in the 1,000-seat Al Mourjan Lounge in Hamad

club than a lounge. Features include a theatre-style Global

International Airport. From the moment you enter, your

Brasserie kitchen, innovative Delicatessen, elegant Signature

senses will be treated to a beautiful portrayal of Arabian

Martini bar, private shower facilities with heated floors and

heritage, a refreshing resort-like ambience, tantalising a la

luxury amenities, as well as a state-of-the-art business centre

carte and buffet dining and the signature hospitality that

and complimentary Wi-Fi.

Qatar Airways is proud of.
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Amazon encounter
Peruvian chef, restaurateur and TV star Pedro Miguel Schiaffino tells us about cooking on board
Aqua Expedition’s two Amazon river cruisers
I have been a part of Aqua
Expeditions from the very
beginning. I always wanted to
learn more about the Peruvian
Amazon region and its cuisine,
so collaborating with Aqua
Expeditions gave me the perfect
opportunity. It offered me the
chance to work with local
people and products and cook
with Amazonian ingredients
for a diverse clientele. We never
repeat a dish or an ingredient
on the same day. Breads and

pastries are made freshly
every day, and wines are chosen
by a sommelier and bottled
for Aqua.
We work with local producers
as much as we can and always
try to work with seasonal
products, so our menu will
change depending on what
we can source. We get our
products from all areas of the
Peruvian Amazon, working
with four native communities.

Eighty per cent of our produce
comes directly from them.
For example, the paiche fish
that we cook comes from a local
lake that has been managed for
the last 15 years by the families
living around it. They are the
first community to harvest wild
paiche in a sustainable way in
the Amazon basin.
We also work with the Bora
community, who are an

A view from the gods
Francesco Galli Zugaro, CEO and Founder of Aqua Expeditions, talks about a new drone film
featuring the company’s luxury river cruisers
What inspired you to make
this film?
Drone technology is relatively
new to the travel industry and
enables footage to be taken from
new angles and heights, allowing
travellers to preview destinations
from new perspectives. Our
video takes viewers down the
magnificent Amazon on board
our two luxury river cruisers, and
showcases the beauty of the
Amazon. We hope it will inspire
more travellers to experience
this undiscovered part of the
world. Aqua Amazon or Aria
Amazon are the only vessels that
explore the most remote parts of
the Peruvian Amazon rainforest.
They allow one to discover the
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unique Amazonian wildlife and all
that the river has to offer.
Tell us how you shot the film?
I spent four nights on the two
boats with our filmmaker. It was
quite a challenge, as we only had
three hours to coordinate the shot

of the two boats coming together,
taking into account their two
different itineraries, and we also
had to make sure they were on
the black water tributary at the
right time of day to get the best
lighting. We controlled the drone
from a speedboat and were lucky
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of local communities that we
source from.
We try to be sustainable: we
don’t work with species that
are endangered or not ethically
managed. We source our
ingredients from the local
communities, and also we learn
from their culture and work
with their arts and crafts.

Catfish wrapped in Bijao Leaf (Patarashca de Doncella)

indigenous tribe that works
with yucca. We started working
with them three years ago. Six

families where involved in the
beginning, now there are 18.
These are just two examples

as the weather was good – apart
from a moment when the drone
got lost in the clouds!

Amazon, venturing deep into the
rainforest to immerse themselves
in an extraordinary array of
mammals and birds. The five
million pristine acres of the Pacaya
Samiria Reserve are protected
and teem with blue-and-yellow
macaws, flocks of snowy egrets,
laughing falcons and Amazon
kingfishers. Guests can also see
squirrel monkeys frolicking in the
trees and pink dolphins poking
their fins out of the water, while
colossal Victoria Regia water lilies
float along the surface. They can
even fish for piranha at the Charo
and Carocurahuayte Lakes, and
visit the Manatee Rescue Centre.

What locations did you shoot?
It was shot in the Pacaya
Samiria Reserve, where our two
vessels operate. Also known as the
Mirrored Forest, it is located deep
within the Amazon rainforest and
is accessible only by water – and
drone! The locations are all places
that guests of Aqua Expeditions
have the opportunity to visit on
an Amazon cruise.
There’s some spectacular
wildlife in the film – is it likely
that guests will encounter this
wildlife on a cruise?
Absolutely. Under the expert
supervision of local guides, guests
undertake daily excursions on
the vessel’s skiffs or on a guided
jungle trek, to spot the bountiful
wildlife, flora and fauna of the

Is there a part of the film
that really stands out for you?
I am extremely proud of the
entire video and how we managed
to capture such wonderful
footage of this incredible part of
the world. If I had to choose one

I really enjoy collaborating
with local producers and
indigenous communities,
getting to know the people
and learning from them. It is an

incredible opportunity to broaden
our horizons and learn about an
entirely different culture.

part of the video, it’s when the
two boats come together, as it had
been so difficult to co-ordinate.
Another favourite point is the
wide zoom-out at the beginning:
you can see the place where the
two tributaries come together.
What’s special about Aqua
Expeditions’ river boats?
The Aqua Amazon was the
first cruise ship to sail on this
stretch of the Amazon. With
12 outward-facing suites, and
entirely customised by the
acclaimed Peruvian architect Jordi
Puig, it offers a level of luxury
unprecedented on the Amazon.
We launched Aria Amazon in 2011,
a second custom-designed vessel
with 16 suites designed by Puig.
It has its own gym and jacuzzi
on the top deck.
Francesco’s film is at:
youtube.com/watch?v=t_LrJD7TBtY.
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GALÁPAGOS

Goggling at the Galapagos
The top 15 species to look out for have just been listed in the Galapagos . And here they are..
Galápagos Albatross These long-haul fliers have their
hub on Isla Española. Tourists can spot the elaborate
mating ritual of the islands’ largest birds in March.
Blue-footed Booby These birds earned their name after
early visitors to the Galápagos likened their waddling,
paddle-footed gait to that of a clown, bobo in Spanish.
Nazca Booby The behaviour of the Nazca Booby
illustrates nature’s sinister side. Mothers lay two eggs
but there is room for only one chick in the nest: the first
bird to hatch will ruthlessly push out its sibling.
Red-footed Booby The baboons of the booby world,
these match their feet to a touch of scarlet eye-shadow,
contrasting with cerulean mascara and lipstick.
Galápagos Cormorant The largest and rarest cormorant
in the world. In a land with no natural predators, this

bird forgot how to fly and evolved to hunt underwater.
American Flamingo When it comes to mating, these
Flamingoes group together for an elegant dance, heads
swaying, feet strutting in time, feathers flashing.
Frigatebirds Two species co-exist here, the Great and
the Magnificent varieties. They are recognisable in
flight by their distinctive forked tails and angular
wings. Preening males inflate vast sacks of skin in their
throats, which puff into an eye-catching red balloon.
Galápagos Hawk The islands’ top predator surveys its
domain from the skies, searching the sand and scrub
for the small reptiles that make up its diet.
Land Iguana Living for up to 60 years, this emblematic
species eats cactus and removes the spines by grinding
them on stones and sand.

Touring the islands
A word with island expert Klaus Fielsch at Metropolitan Touring
What benefits can tourism
bring to conservation in the
Galapagos? And what drawbacks?
Very few people travel to
Galapagos and enter the National
Park, which comprises 97% of the
8,000 sq km of land surface of
Galapagos. In 2015, only 214 visitors
visitors entered the National Park
per day. So the actual density of
guests is small. Then add the fact
that nobody enters the National
Park without the constant
supervision of a licensed naturalist
guide who enforces the strict rules.
But these few visitors contribute
to financing the research and

conservation of Galapagos - by

supporting local tour operation,
with their taxes and fees, and
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by spreading the word about

a unique natural site and the

need to support its conservation.

Drawbacks? I haven´t seen any, to
be completely honest. Galapagos
attracts an increasing human

population lured by the benefits

of tourism, but special local laws

set a control valve on immigration
matters a decade ago.

How has climate change
affected the archipelago since you
began guiding there in 1992?
Sea temperatures worldwide are
on the rise. This is terrible for some
semi-marine species (species that
do not breathe in the water) such
as penguins, flightless cormorants,
sea lions and so on. There is a twoheaded rule in the oceans: warm

water is poor, rich water is cold. An
increase in water temperature is

particularly tough on those species
with mobility restrictions - again,
penguins and cormorants in

Galapagos, as both are flightless
marine fowl.

How will the Big15 initiative
benefit the animals?
The biggest winner is the guest.
Knowing how to filter the many
species of Galapagos wildlife,
into the guide´s favourites, helps
you to choose the right means of
visiting – whether hotel only, or
island hopping, or live-on-board
expeditions, and so on. Then you
can choose the best itinerary: either
one with the largest coverage of the
Big 15, or one that includes species
you wouldn´t want to miss.
What do you foresee for the
Galapagos in 50 years’ time?
I am very optimistic. I first
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Marine Iguana One of the islands’ most fascinating
creatures, it is found on every island.
Santa Fe Land Iguana Found exclusively on Santa Fe, it
enjoys a symbiotic relationship with finches who pick
parasites from its scales.

Galápagos Penguin The only penguins living on the
equator, these featherweights are the world’s rarest
penguin. They are visible basking on exposed coastal
lava, popping frequently into the sea to cool down.
Galápagos Sea Lion This is the most commonly seen
mammal here, though somewhat undersized. As with
other sea lions, it can be spotted walking on its flippers
when on land.
Galápagos Fur Seal Like the Sea Lion, the Galápagos
Fur Seal is the smallest of its kind in the world. But it is
more difficult to spot because it hunts hunt at night,
out to sea from secluded shorelines. However, at full
moon its cephalopod prey is often in hiding and Seals
can be spotted on land.
Galápagos Giant Tortoise Bucking the general trend
of Galápagos creatures to downsize, the Giant
Tortoise is the largest in the world. It gave its name
to the archipelago – galápago is Spanish for tortoise.
Distinguished by its domed shell, the tortoise is also
known for a lifespan that can extend beyond a century.

travelled to Galapagos in 1982.

Ten years later I became a guide,

and in all this time, I could safely

say, the National Park is in better

condition than before. The lethal

invasive species have been placed
under control. Take goats, for

instance: from a population of

about 100,000 goats in Santiago
island alone, this destructive

invasive species has been virtually
halted and exterminated in most
islands. Similarly, donkeys, cattle,
pigs, dogs and cats have been

of extinction. I believe that at this

administration, for complete

on conservation, Galapagos is in

handled efficiently by the park
extermination or population

control where they cause the most
damage. The controls for avoiding

the accidental introduction of new

species have improved enormously.
Highly endangered species, like
Española Giant Tortoises, have

seen their numbers rise slowly
but steadily, nearing the point

where they are no longer at risk

pace, and with an evident priority

no risk of being negatively affected
by tourism or human activities
conducted by residents.

How have travel opportunities
improved since you joined?
Now a much larger resident
crowd is employed in all tourism
jobs in Galapagos. The resident
population is now an active part of

the maintenance and conservation
of the islands.

Can you tell us about the
Darwin’s Finches?
They were voted number 17,
hence their absence from the
official Big 15. But these birds are
nonetheless the most important
on the archipelago, as observations
on their highly adapted beaks were
major prompts for Darwin when
devising his theory of evolution.
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As one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the
World the Great Barrier Reef holds a spot on
every traveller’s bucket list. One of the world’s
largest World Heritage sites, this coral reef
ecosystem, which runs from north to south
along Queensland’s tropical coast, supports
almost 6,000 species including fish, mollusks,
mammals and, of course, coral. Visitors have
long been fascinated by the sheer abundance
of life on the reef, its gin-clear waters graced
by dolphins, sharks, rays dugongs, turtles and
thousands-upon-thousands of multi-coloured
fish. Above sea level, among the reef ’s palm-

fringed islands and idyllic coral cays, over 40
species of birds breed, including black noddies,
ospreys and buff-banded rails.
From its remote northern reaches to the
popular Whitsundays and the seldom-visited
islands in the south, the Great Barrier Reef
has some outstanding places to stay. This
collection of luxurious hotels, resorts and
private islands cater for couples and families
alike, each one offering new and exciting
waysto experience the beauty, and bounty,
of the surrounding seas.

LIZARD ISLAND
best for coral & marine life
Among the northern-most island resorts
on the Great Barrier Reef, Lizard Island
has more than 1,000 hectares of national
parkland and 24 powdery beaches, which
can be accessed by private, motorised
dinghies. Privately owned and with a
warm and friendly atmosphere, there
are just 40 rooms, suites and villas, all
of which command views across Sunset
Beach and Anchor Bay.
Lizard Island is one of the only reef
islands where guests can snorkel directly
from the beach into the coral gardens.
Divers can also take a full day Outer Reef
Trip to the Cod Hole dive, one of the top
ten dive sites in the world.

ORPHEUS ISLAND

CAIRNS & THE GREAT BARRIER REEF – DAINTREE &
LIZARD ISLAND
PRICES PER PERSON FROM
LOW SEASON £3,935 pp
HIGH SEASON £4,775 pp
Incl. International economy flights, car hire, 2 nights room-only, 3 nights B&B and 5 nights all-inclusive
accommodation & transfers to/from Lizard Island.

Starting in the charming town of Port Douglas, this two-week tailormade
journey visits the ancient rainforests of the Daintree National Park followed by
five nights of luxurious relaxation and exploration on spectacular Lizard Island.

combines luxury and glamour with a
true understanding of the natural world
that surrounds it. Among the staff
there are a host of wildlife experts and
marine biologists to take guests out into
Hayman’s forests and to explore the coral
reefs surrounding the island.

best for seclusion
This secluded jungle hideaway has 11km of
immaculate turquoise coastline and direct
access to the wildlife-rich waters a worldlisted Marine Park. A maximum of 28
guests can enjoy guided scuba diving and
snorkelling expeditions on a custom-built
boat and explore coves and reefs home to
more than a thousand species of fish.
Orpheus Island’s signature dining
experience, Dining with the Tides, is
an intimate dinner for two on the pier.
Predesigning the six-course menu with
the culinary team the night before, you
can relax and enjoy your gourmet feast
while the sun sets over the Coral Sea.

ONE&ONLY HAYMAN ISLAND
best for luxury family holidays
This wonderfully luxurious resort,
which reopened its doors in July 2014
after a full refurbishment, successfully

As well as endless snorkelling and
diving opportunities, there are secluded
beaches to visit and plenty of water
sports to experience, not to mention
a luxury spa and the region’s most
recognisable swimming pool. The reef ’s
only luxury resort to allow children
under 12, One&Only Hayman Island
has amazing facilities for all ages. The
supervised KidsOnly Club caters for
children aged 11 and under while the
teens’ club is for 12 to 17 year-olds.
Activities include reef ranger outings,
shark feeding, beach games and guided
nature walks.

QUALIA, HAMILTON ISLAND
best for romance
qualia sits on the northernmost point of
Hamilton Island, the only island in the
Whitsundays with its own commercial
airport. This infinitely romantic and
exclusive adults-only resort has 60

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND SELF-DRIVE
PRICES PER PERSON FROM
LOW SEASON £1,995 pp
HIGH SEASON £2,415 pp
Incl. International economy flights, transfers, 6 days car hire, 5 nights room-only, 3 nights B&B and 2
nights half-board accommodation.

This two-week self-drive takes in the very best of Southern Queensland
including Brisbane, Noosa and Fraser Island. You’ll also spend two nights at
Spicers Hidden Vale, a 12,000 acre working ca le ranch, and two nights on Lady
Ellio Island at the southern tip of the Great Barrier Reef.

elegant one-bedroom pavillions and a
Beach House spread among eucalyptus
trees, all perfectly positioned to capture
the idyllic views of the emerald waters.
Couples can take to the skies and
experience the reef from above with
Hamilton Island’s Reef Comber
Seaplane adventure. This seaplane
journey takes in the island itself, famous
Whitehaven Beach and a bird’s eye view of
the reef’s coral garden, including the
iconic Heart Reef.

LADY ELLIOT ISLAND
ECORESORT
best for nature
Lady Elliot Island is the southernmost
coral cay of the Great Barrier Reef and
sits within a highly protected ‘Green
Zone’. A sanctuary for more than 1,200
species of marine life, the island is
renowned for its abundance of manta
rays, turtles and unspoilt coral which
can be explored straight of the beach.
There are glass bottom boat excursions,
guided snorkelling safaris, guided reef
walks, turtle snorkelling, diving with manta
rays and humpback whale spotting. The
eco-resort is home to 41 guest rooms
comprising of ecocabins and twobedroom island suites.
Lady Elliot Island is one of the ‘Top Five’
locations in the world to go diving with
Manta Rays. Guests can experience
special dives with the alfredi species of
Manta, which can be found feeding around
the island. May to June is the best time to
see these majestic creatures, when the
water is warm and the visibility is at its best.

pl aces that changed my life

The strangest shoreline
Andrew Michael Hurley talks about the brooding nature of Lancashire’s wild coast
I’ve always been drawn to wild, lonely places. It might

communion between man and God, a place where

had as a child – never a hotel in Benidorm or Tenerife,

are viewed through the language of the Bible and

one is revealed to the other. The sea and the weather

have something to do with the summer holidays I

therefore become explicable, part of divine, loving

but camping in Keswick or Wharfedale. We weren’t a

purpose, part of a personal journey.

family that lobstered on sun loungers; our days were
spent circumnavigating a lake or scrambling to the

top of a mountain we’d picked out of the Wainwright

But in one of the key chapters of the novel,

summit of Scafell or Skiddaw or Blencathra (those

suddenly understands that the Loney is utterly

unbeknownst to his parishioners, Father Wilfred

book. Not that I complained. Standing, say, at the

indifferent to him, to his flock, to human life in

names!) I didn’t want to be anywhere else. There

general. It becomes drained of its poetic, religious

was a feeling of achievement, yes, but there was

meaning and he sees it for the wild, feral place it

always something else there too – a curious, complex

is. The Loney is a Godless void. It is the world as it

mixture of belonging, insignificance, a peacefulness

really is, beyond the reach of God or language or

in the solitude, the thrill of high ridges and loose rocks.

understanding.

Something spiritual. Maybe.

I suppose that most writers must write about what

The Loney has been compared to The Wicker

relationship with it demands an attention to detail

background of my thoughts as I was writing, there

Man, and although the film only flickered in the

moves them. Writing about the natural world and our

is an interesting parallel in terms of how the ‘horror’

and therefore a different kind of language. From

works. Anthony Shaffer, the screenwriter for the

Gilbert White to the Romantics, to Edward Thomas,

film, said that it comes from the fact that no one

Robert Frost and contemporary ‘nature’ writers such

other than the character of Sergeant Howie thinks

as Robert Macfarlane, Roger Deakin, Richard Mabey,

what the islanders are doing is wrong. For them, the

it was these kinds of writers that I found particularly

blood sacrifice is normal and absolutely necessary.

inspiring when I began to spend time on the north

It’s that warping of what we commonly understand

Lancashire coast about five or six years ago and first

to be reasonable, logical and moral that makes it so

considered the idea of setting a novel there.

disturbing. And it’s there in The Loney too, amongst
the pilgrims – particularly in the character of the

It’s a strange place. Stuck in time. Out of time. There

narrator’s mother, Mummer – who cannot see there

is a kind of bleak beauty in the mudflats and the

is anything wrong in how they treat Hanny. Religious

winding channels, the way the light plays in the

certainty encourages and permits a cruelty that is

emptiness, but there is a presence there too. The

dressed up as love and devotion.

Morecambe Bay area is notorious for its dangerous
tides and sinking sands and I felt that sense of

Not all of this was planned right from the start,

menace very strongly. It seemed a place where nature

of course, and that was part of the excitement of

was in its raw state.

My novel recounts the Easter of 1976, when a

group of Catholic pilgrims journey from London to

Lancashire to embark on a retreat and hope to cure
the narrator’s mute and mentally disabled brother,

Hanny. The parishioners are led by their new priest,

Father Bernard, a young, liberal replacement for the

late Father Wilfred, whose hardline orthodoxy haunts
the whole trip. It is through him that the pilgrims

have learnt that the landscape of the Loney is not

only an expression of God’s power, but also a place of
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Andrew Michael
Hurley’s The Loney
won the Costa First
Novel Award. It is
published by John
Murray in paperback
and ebook. This
article was adapted
from Bookanista
(bookanista.com).

writing the novel. It was as the story emerged and the

characters came into their own that I began to see the
ways in which feelings about nature, a discussion of

faith and the creation of horror could merge. Though
whether it says anything definitive about those

things, I’m not sure. For me, the novel was a process of
exploration and still is. Even now that The Loney has

been published, I still find myself thinking about some
of the questions that I asked myself as I was writing it.
Like the place that first inspired it, I think the story will
continue to haunt me for some time to come.

Etihad continues to reimagine flying. Our pioneering spirit and traditions of hospitality, drawn
from our home Abu Dhabi, have been harnessed to create contemporary living spaces in the air
and deliver unparalleled comfort and service.

THE RESIDENCE

FIRST APARTMENT

BUSINESS STUDIO

ECONOMY SMART SEAT

most exclusive cabin in the

First Class with the First

the embodiment of style,

is the ultimate in clever

Welcome to the world’s

sky, where a truly unique

and bespoke experience is
delivered with complete
discretion and limitless

hospitality. With a living

room, separate bedroom
and ensuite bathroom,

The Residence by Etihad is
the only three-room suite
in the sky.

Etihad revolutionises

Apartment. More than

a seat, it is a living space

for the discerning traveller,
spacious enough to walk
around in. The First

Apartment is upholstered
with the finest Poltrona

Frau leather and features a

wide armchair, an ottoman.
The ottoman transitions

The Business Studios are

simplicity and functionality.
The seat converts into

a comfortable fully-flat
bed of up to 79-inches.
Relax on all ultra-long
haul flights on special

mattresses for bedtime

comfort in complimentary

Our Economy Smart Seat
design, with a unique

“fixed wing” headrest that

will make the journey even
more comfortable. The

ergonomically designed

seat also has adjustable
lumbar support.

loungewear.

into an 81-inch long bed.

For more information and the latest fares please call a Wexas Specialist on 0207 838 5958
Only one airline could have created this extraordinary travel experience. #Reimagined.

NEW ROUTES.
NEW AIRCRAFT.
Fly with American Airlines and British Airways
to North America, including San Jose, California
from 04 May 2016, and enjoy brand new aircraft
equipped with the latest cabin designs and
onboard entertainment systems.
Airbus A380 » Los Angeles, San Francisco
& Washington, D.C.
Boeing 787 » Austin, Philadelphia, New York
(Newark), Toronto & San Jose (from 04 May 2016)
Boeing 777-300ER » Los Angeles, New York
(JFK), Miami & Dallas
For more information or to book please
call a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958

